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Bush delivers State of the Union address
By TERENCE HUNT
AP Whit. House Correspondent
MURRAY. KY

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
V HAILS, U.S.S.R. -- Soviet
troops were seen leaving the
Lithuanian capital today and the
republic's president said a pullout could lead to new talks with
Moscow on the Baltic republics'
demands for independence.

WASHINGTON -- President
Bush confidently assured Americans Tuesday night that the war
against Iraq will be won and the
recession at home will end in short
order. "We stand at a defining
hour," the president said in his
State of the Union address.
"For two centuries, we've done
the hard work of freedom. And
tonight, we lead the world in facing
down a threat to decency and
humanity," Bush said.
tie won a long standing ovation
when he praised U.S. forces in the
Persian Gulf as "truly America's
finest" and again when he pre-

spows
.%T14/ YORK
Detroit
pitcher Jack Morris elected to
become a free agent, and reliever Juan Bcrenguer left the Minnesota Twins and signed with
the Atlanta Braves for $2.1 million over two years. The Twins,
however, got a player hack
when they signed outfielderChili Davis for one year at a
guaranteed $2 million, including
a 5500.000 signing bonus.

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON --- The United
States and the Soviet Union declared Tuesday night that a ceasefire
in the Persian Gulf war would be
possible if Iraq made "an unequivocal commitment" to withdraw
all its troops from Kuwait and took
"concrete steps" in that direction.
Though the wording of the state-I
ment suggested President Bush
would be willing to suspend the
Desert Storm attack before the total
withdrawal of all Iraqi troops, his
spokesman said it was "no change
in our policy at all." Marlin Fitzwater said only a "massive with-

FORECAST
Mostly clear skies and cold
temperatures are expected
tonight. The low will be around
20. Northerly winds of 5 to 10
mph are expected.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & TWIN Stall

.INDEX
Two Sections — 24 Pages
Classifieds
10B, I 1B
Comics
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Crosswords
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Dear Abby
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Horoscope
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Murray Today
5A-9A
Obituaries
12B
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B, 3B
Subscribers who hae not
receied their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

WOW

Like a championship team celebrating a winning season, United
Way members announced victory
in its 1990 fund drive with its
annual "Victory Celebration" Tuesday night.
The celebration turned even
more festive after the presentation
of an $8,000 check from Quaker
Oats and Fisher-Price which
pushed the group well over their
$125,000 campaign goal for this

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.3, -0.3 below 312.6, -2.0
Barkley Lake
354.3, -0.3 below 320.5, -1.5

drawal•' of Iraq from Kuwait LoulL;
prompt a cease-fire.
In their statement, the two superpowers called for a "meaningful
peace process" to deal with the
Arab-Israeli dispute once the war
was over. The United States ,had
resisted efforts to link the Gulf crisis to the ever-festering Areu
Israeli issues, and Soviet fore'gn
minister Alexander A. Bessmertnkyh ;insisted, "kt is not linkage at
all."
In his State of the Union message, President Bush gave no sign
of Compromise.
"Our purpose in the Persian
Gulf remains constant," he said.
To drive Iraq out of Kuwait, to

ft
gcy.er:.
iner:i, to insure the stability' an.:
security of this critical region."
Bush has said all along, and reiterated in his speech, that the destruCnon of Iraq was not a goal of the
U.S •:-.1 war effort.
•• \lost Americans know instincuvelv why we are in the Gulf; they
know we have to stop Saddam
now, not later." Bush said. He said
if Saddam thought such tactichas
bombing cirilian targets or conducting "-despicable enviommental
terrorism" would help him' prevail.
"lie is dead wrong." ,
Pie U.S.-Soviet statement was
issued at the conclusion of talks
between Bessmertnkyh and Secret-

ary 0); Mite .1a1:1..:N A. ltirer ml
said, in part: '•A cessation of hostilities would he possible 1 frac;
Would- make an unequivocal commitment to svithdrawal from
Kuwait."
It added the two govert.i7icnts
'also belieVii that such a coinr,litha.'ked
merit
ate. c.oncivil: steps eidin to !,
compliance with the Sec6r::•
Council resolutions.''
, The total withdrawal concept.
often articulated by Bush. is
embedded in United Nations reso:
utions that gave the U.S.-led coo.
lion authority to wage war.
Fitzwater said that because the
U.S.-Soviet statement did not rep -

.S. policy,
bus': sw no reason to mention it
Slate off the Union address.
N. resolutions call for a
At!n,:r.1v...11 (A the .5,00,0(X)
troop,
, from Kuwait. Bessmcirtn,kh told reporters. "the main
;ask rcnains to free Kuwalt, to lbin their statement Baker and
Rernertn .r fic,..ared the ArabIsraeli dist3;.c_ .vas._a source of con-1
:u M,ddlc East ard it will
:!
important- to try IO
C

(Cont'd on Page 2)

United Way celebrates
victorious fund drive

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON -- The government fund protecting more
than $2 trillion in bank deposits
will run dry soon after Sept. 30,
the Congressional Budget Office
told Congress.

President Bush
Addresses nation

(Cont'd on page 2)

War could end with Iraqi commitment to withdraw

STATE
SOMERSET, K.-- A judge
has suppressed evidence in a
child pornography, drug and
alcohol case against a former
mental health counselor. Pulaski
Circuit judge Daniel J. Venters
ruled that a search warrant was
"erroneous" for a September
raid on John Parker Demon's
home.

tam war is heing destroy.:
-Time will not be Sate
salvat:on.
With Amenuens attention
focused on the almost half -million
troops risking their lives :n We Persian Gulf, Bush devoted the heart
of his annual address ;o the tv.oweek-old battle to loft; Saddam
Out of Kuwait
In the CongreSs. Democrats a:
Republicans rallied behind the
Now that war
president.
begun, we'll work to see that it swift and decisive, with the least
possible loss of life," said Sen:i•
Majority Leader George Mahe
DAttine one or those who hal

'the two superpowers also called
for a "meaningful peace processto deal i.kitn the Arab-Israeli dispute once the war was over.
With those diplomatic develop,
reverberating in the background. the president delivered his
nationally broadcast address to
Congress.
"As Americans, we know - there
are times when we must step forward and accept our responsibilit
to lead the world away from the
dark chaos of dictators, toward the
brighter promise of a better day.Bush said in hit 4R-rnii.i• •
The president deliver-L.:
,..sessment of the war to
"I'm pleased to report that we a7
on course. Iran's capacity to su,.

dieted "we will prevail" over Sad dam Hussein.
It was the first wartime State ot
the Union address since the dark
days of Vietnam and the most
potent moments came with refer
ence to America's troops abroad.
Extraordinary security precautions
enshrouded the Capitol. a how to
the boisterous threats of terrorism
by Iraq.
Shortly before the president
spoke, a joint U.S.-Soviet statement hinted a cease fire would he
possible if Iraq took "concrete
steps" to withdraw from Kuwait.
The White House said later the
statement represented no change in
policy, and only a "massive w ith
drawal" could end the hostilities

year.
"This has been a challenging and
rewarding year," according to past
president Ronnie Gtison, who
called the group's fifth campaign
"a banner one."
"Given the present economic and
world situation, we should be
proud of what we have accomplished this year," Gibson said.
"I know I'm not supposed to say
the 'r' word, but this was supposed
to be a recessive year," said cam(Cont'd on page 2)

Ballot deadline passes
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Fourteen residents have filed
before the deadline Tuesday to fill
the 12-scat Murray City Council,
according to a spokesperson for the
Calloway County Clerk's office.
Filing for the election, which
will be held Nov. 5, are current
council members Tommy Sanders,
Charles Homra, Joe Rexroat, Bob
Billington, Loretta Jobs, Ruby

Hale, Chuck Foster, John Ed Scott,
Harold Koenen, Danny Hudspeth
and Charles Walston.
New candidates filing include
Bill Wells, F.T. "Butch" Seargent
and Don Henry.
Election for City Council will be
handled during the General Election set for Nov. 5.
The city council race will not be
a part of the May primary, according to the spokesperson.

Roger Weis, representing N1urray State University, was presented the "Pacesetter of the Year" award
Tuesday night at the United Way's Annual Victory Celebration. The award, the organization's first, will
go annually to the Pacesetter which shows the greatest increase in contributions to United Way. Murray
State's 1990 contribution to United Way was more than double the contribution in 1989. Pictured presenting the award is campaign chairman Bob Cornelison, left, and past president Ronnie Gibson.
AA

Billin tom support group for troops maybe-formed
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ladipor & Times Staff Writer

Support groups for family and
friends of military personnel serving in the Persian Gulf will be
formed in Murray if enough individuals are interested in the program,
announced Peggy Billington, coordinator of the Calloway County
American Red Cross.

"We arc trying to ease the pressure of knowing a loved one is in
the Persian Gulf by supporting service families every way we can,"
Billington said.
A committee has been formed to
publicize and help form these support groups. lhe committee consists of Billington and five area
residents: Hal Winchester, Sandra
Claydon, Stella Cavitt, Ann Strand

and Brother Charles Anderson, the
minister of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
All of the members in this committee have a "vested interest" in
organizing support groups, Billington said. Four of them have relatives serving in the Persian Gulf,
and Anderson is interested in contacting the churches to publicize
the need of support groups, she
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to join a support group may do so
at several places early next month,
or by simply stopping by the Red
Cross office in the courthouse.
Strand and the Murray State University Social Work Club members
will man a booth this Saturday,
Feb. 2, on the town square to
aquire names of persons interested

said.
The committee is in the process
of trying to acquire a list of people
whO are interested in attending a
support group.
Billington pointed out that there
are usually no more than 10 or 12
persons in one support group, so
she anticipates that a number of
groups will organize.
Anyone interested in signing up
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Kentucky lawmakers generally approving of Bush's remarks
k

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Kentucky's members of Congress
agreed generally with President
Bush's comments during the State
of the Union address, but some
thought he didn't go far enough on
some issues.
"I was hoping he would use the
word 'coal,— said Rep. Canon
Hubbard, who wanted to hear more
from Bush about energy independence Tuesday night.
But Hubbard, D-Ist District, said
the speech was "tremendous" and
said the president "truly came
across as a strong commander in
chief of the armed forces and also
as a leader of a domestic agenda
that is indeed worthwhile."

Support group...
(Cont'd from page 1)
in joining a support group.
A parade. a "Patriot Rally organized in support of the troops.
will march from the Northside
Shopping Center, go down Chestnut Street to Fourth Sire,- ..•
then up to :he :own squ,c,•
ralls w.• he held between I

Murrayan arrested
for transporting
alcoholic beverages
e
A up lee
ray man near Cad,/ T.;esda • •
dry le--.•
transporting a:conol
or',. according to -,*7.
Kentucky State •V•
Charles W. Jone,
Murray. was arTC,'...,
0t. ,
with transporting
ages in a local optior. fe-•
members of ;he KSP
Counts Sheriff's
receive,:
alleged
Jones' 19'5 ls.ue Ches•
stopped around :0
Cadiz. police said .P
_ cated a total
that were
Police sa.d ,oncs tk k
7 31c.
the Trigg County Jail nd ater ,
a S100 fine and 'tk
30 days in ja•::

• — — — — •COUPON•--

Seven Seas
Hwy 641 N

Sen. Wendell Ford was also dis.
appointed Bush didn't talk more
about a domestic energy plan.
The Democrat said it was
"awfully hard ... to be disagreeable" about anything Bush said but
that the president didn't say a lot
about health care, education and
domestic programs in general.
Repuhhcan Sen. Mitch McConhoweser, said he was "surprised hy .the extent to which he
outlined his domestic agenda, in
particular. the importance of education and 3 new energy program."
He said the president was "spectacular" in his speech and praised
Bush's explanation of the war in
the Persian GLII.

be enough interest in the support
groups so indisiduals can choose
which group they would like
attend, and at a time consenient i‘
their schedules
Or Wednesday, Feb 6. from 10
m :o 2 p m, Claydon and Ca%1:1
w::: hC a: :h.' Red Cross office to
mterestee. :71 the
in'orma: on

-I think the president correctly
laid out his agenda with regard to
to the war. and I think the American people are behind it," McCon•
nell said.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-6th District. said he was "proud to join
members of Congress and the leadership of this government in standing with the president as he stood
up for our troops in the Persian
Gulf.
"No one around the world,
including our troops as well as
(Iraqi President) Saddam Hussein
can doubt our unity and our resolve
to win a just and lasting peace,"
Hopkins said

United Way...

(Cont'd from page 1)
paign chairman Bob Cornelison,
"but people reached deep in their
pockets (this year)."
With this year's total. the United
Way has raised approximately
S500,000 during the last five years
for
its 14 member agencies.
d :tie MS1 Social
S.!
Quaker Oats' check, which was a
(•
set _pa sooth at
total surprise to United Way offi'..•
Nala7,:at Fet' 10, to
cials,
was a promise from the comh:erested
to
pany
match a percentage of the
.,
funds
by Fisher-Price.
contributed
reuctt .17for,e Jr, the
represenaccording
to
Fisher-Price
tfas 4 :.eed."
tatives Tom Ewing and John
;•••nrner.se
;,,
McKee, who made the
we know
tees
:s
presentation.
•
p
Murray State University was
:he
the "Pacesetter of the
awarded
people
Year" award, a new award from the
: ght
•
United Way which will be presented
yearly to the Pacesetter who
7tatf,„
shows the greatest increase in
hcedit
donations.
help them
This year, Murray State more
than doubled its contribution to
gro...;-.. A.:I
United Way, Gibson said.
k
A S185 incentive check was also
presented to United Way's newest
agency. the Main Street Youth
Center, for its assistance in the
•
group's door-to-door campaign.
a•••
Other Pacesetters received bars
of recognition for their contributions and new Pacesetters were also
wa7 I Mori
recognized.
The United Way serves the
American Red Cross, Boy Scouts
ed re:er7a',
of America. Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens, Family
YMCA, Kentuckianna Girl Scouts,
West Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Center,
Mornings Are Fun
Parents Anonynious, Arthiritis
On
Foundation, Calloway County 4-H
Council, C.H.A.M.P., Humane Society of Calloway County, National
Kidney Foundation of Kentucky,
6-9 a.m.
Spouse Abuse Hotline and Shelter
Gary Powley & Chuck
and the Main Street Youth Center.

Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers,
R -5th District, said Bush not only
rallied the nation behind the gulf
war but also "outlined a domestic
agenda that is very, very full."
Rogers said Bush "came into his
own tonight. This was a very, very
self-confident leader."
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-4th District, called it "a great speech,"
but said he looks forward to finding out more details in the administration's coming budget
message.
Bunning said the capital-gainstax increase has been studied
enough already and that Bush's
proposed study of the issue is "a
cop-out.''

State Police PostI releases report
for past week
The Kentucky State Police at
Post I in Mayfield began 31 criminal investigations and arrested 11
suspects on cnminal charges during
the week of Jan. 20-26, according
to reports.
Troopers also arrested 31 motorists for DUI and answered 76 complaint calls and investigated 14
accidents in the 11 western-most
counties in the state

Barber will lose
home when jail
closes Friday
When the Hickman County Jail
closes Friday, jailer Joe Barber will
lose a home, according to a published report.
"I'm going to miss this place and
I'm going to miss the people they
bring in." according to Barber.
"It's like losing a part of your life."
The jail must be closed because
it doesn't measure up to state standards set several years ago.
"Well, the jail's old and it can't
meet Kentucky standards." Barber
said.

Si 00

Off
Any Dinner Entree
With Free Salad Bar
No. Vstoi wit any ote, a.
Goix or a: •••,4rersirs
•

Shuffet
9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh
Good Time Show

American Heart
Association

Third juvenile
taken into custody
A 'third - juvenile was taken into
custody Tuesday in connection
with several weekend burglaries,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
The juvenile was charged with
one count of third degree burglary
in connection with the break-in at
Carter Elementary School, police
said.
The juvenile was released to his
parents, police said.
The investigation into the burglaries is continuing, police said.

Give the power to overcome. Support Faster Seals.

Read the
want ads daily
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WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
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(Cont'd from page 1)
preferred more diplomacy to war.
Along with the Cabinet, lawmakers and the diplomatic corps, there
were two special guests in the audience: Brenda Schwarzkopf, wife of
Desert Storm commander Norman
Schwarzkopf, and Alma Powell,
wife of Gcn. Colin Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Both received standing ovations
when introduced by Bush.
Bush was careful to address the
nation's festering domestic
concerns.
"There are reasons to, be optimistic about our economy," Bush
said, citing low inflation and record
export levels by U.S. firms.
Once again, Bush proposed a
controversial cut in taxes on capital
gains — an initiative denounced by
Democrats as a tax break for the
rich. This time, however, Bush
suggested that lawmakers join in a
study, led by Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan to resolve differences "so that we can
avoid a return to unproductive partisan bickering."
Bush briefly mentioned plans
still under wraps for a national
energy strategy. an overhaul of the
banking system, education initiatives and a proposal to transfer S15
page 1)
billion worth of federal programs (Cont'd from
process - one v.hich promotes a
to the states with grants to fund
just peace, security' and real reconthem.
ciliation for Israel, Arab states and
The president paid tribute to the
Palestinians --- it will not be possidemocratic aspirations of the peoble to deal with the sources of conple of the Soviet Baltic states and
and instability in the region,"
flict
said he remained "deeply conthe statement said.
cerned" about the Kremlin's
Bush and Baker have resisted
bloody crackdown.
by Iraqi President Saddam
efforts
with
Monday
met
Bush, who
Hussein to link the Arab-Israeli
Soviet Foreign NI mister Alexander
dispute to Iraq's occupation of
Bessmertnykh, said the Soviet
Kuwait. Overtures by other nations
leadership had made promises
to Iraq before the war that called
which "would result in the withfor a Mideast peace conference it
drawal of some Soviet forces, a
Iraq pulled out were rejected by the
reopening of dialogue with the
Republics and a move away from
Bush administration.
Asked by a reporter if the stateviolence." Administration sources
ment reflected the kind of "linksaid the United Seftes was expectage" the administration had
ing a "substantial withdrawal,"
opposed, Bessmertnykh said, "It is
and some roll hack had alread.s
We've just
not a linkage at all
been detected.
Bush also announced he was
got to think of the future of this
important area and what we could
refocusing the decade-old Strategic
do together to promote peace and
Defense Initiative to protect against
stability."
limited ballistic missile threats,
There was sure to be concern
rather than an all-out nuclear war.
over this issue-in Israel. but embasHe praised the success of Patriot
antimissile .missiles. a Star Warssy spokeswoman Ruth Yaron said
only that her government would
style weapon that has killed dozens
of Iraqi Scud missiles.
study the statement.
"Let us, pursue an SDI program
that can deal with any future threat
to the United States, to our forces
overseas, and to our friends and
allies," he said. It appeared to be a
dramatic scaling down of ,a program once touted as a missile shield
for the entire nation. SDI research
will focus on ground -based
An early-morning tire near Drafdefenses rather than space-based.
may. have claimed the lives
fenville
For the first time, Bush acknowfamily members, according
three
of
ledged without qualification . that
from the Marshall
report
a
to
"Peorecession.
a
in
the nation is
Department.
Sheriff's
County
ple are in genuine economic disaround 8 a.m.,
reported
fire,
The
tress. I hear them," he said.
mobile
double-wide
a
at
occurred
recession
this
get
will
"We
about
795
Kentucky
off
just
home
behind us, and return to growth —
Benton,
of
north
miles
three
soon," Bush promised. stopping
according to police.
short of offering a blueprint for
Investigatiion into the fire is
recovery.
continuing and no other informaDetails of some of Bush's proption was available, according to
osals will come Monday, when the
officials.
White House submits a $1.4 trillion
federal budget to Congress. The
budget will project a $138 billion
deficit for the current year — more
than double last year's deficit —
even before SI billion a day war
costs are considered.
Harkening to the start of World
The Kentucky State Police and
War II, his own generation's war,
the Graves County Sheriff's
Bush said, "Almost 50 years ago
Department are investigating the
We began a long struggle against
theft of several tires from
reported
aggressive totalitarianism. Now we
Tire & Rubber Co.
General
the
face another defining hour for
according to a
Mayfield,
in
plant
Athenca and the world."
report from the KSP.
The world wonders, Bush said,
The tires arc assorted styles and
what Saddam is thinking. "If he
according to police, and were
sizes,
thinks that by targeting innocent
taken from the plant at different
civilians in Israel and Saudi Arabitimes during the past year.
a. that he will gain advantage — he
Anyone who has purchased new
wrong.
is dead
General tires from an individual, or
"If he thinks that he will
anyone who knows of someone
advance his cause through tragic
who has, is asked to contact the
and despicable environmental terKSP
at 856-3721
or
rorism -- he is dead wrong.
the
Graves
1-800-222-5555;
Coun"And if he thinks that by abusty Sheriff's Department at
ing the coalition POWs, he will
or the General Tire plant
247-4501;
benefit — he is dead wrong.
ext. 200.
247-6730,
at
Gulf,"
"We will succeed in the
Bush vowed.
To the chamber filled with
Washington officialdom, Bush
said, "I come to this house of the
people to speak to you and all
_Amairam, rerlatruhabke_stand_itt......
a defining hour."

Withdraw...

Early-morning fire
near Draffenville
may include fatalities

IVNBS61340

Murray

' Despite the clouds of war and
recession, Bush said, "If anyone
tells you America's best days are
behind her, they're looking the
wrong way."
On the domestic side, Bush
proposed a "crime summit" of the
nation's top law enforcement officials and said he would resubmit
legislation to expand the use of the
federal death penalty, particularly
for drug-related crimes.
Bush said he wanted "to put
more power and opportunity" into
the hands of the poor and advocated programs to make it easier
for public housing tenants to buy
their homes and to give inner-city
businesses special tax breaks.
Bush also said his administration
was proposing aggressive new
health -prevention initiatives "to
promote a healthier America and to
help keep costs from spiraling."
The White House said one program would target federal funds to
cities with high infant mortality
rates to help provide prenatal care
for poor women. Sources said Bush
would request $200 million for the
program in about 10 cities and rural Mississippi.

Bush...

Police investigating
tire thefts from
General Tire plant

4C1111.1111111111INN...

Why pay rent and more per gallon for
gas when you can own your tank and
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE,
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri, 9-8
Sat, 9-6, Sun, 1-5

tr.111.114.•
1 1111P1 JCP•ev•ipt C•tettporro

Lake

Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F' 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Hwy. fill N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
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Understanding Arab-Israeli Conflict:
why the Israelis, Arabs don't get along
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledgor & Times Staff Writer

There has been much talk lately about what is
known as the "Arab-Israeli Conflict." Suddenly it is
spoken of so frequently, one might think it is some
new concept brought about by Saddam Hussein. How
wrong we are. This long debated conflict is not new at
all. Although the waring factions date back to Biblical
times, the modern day conflict began during the first
world war. So long ago in fact that the names of the
countries involved have changed, but the feelings and
religious histories behind them arc everlasting.
For example in this large expanse of time from
1947 to present day, the nation known as "Canaan,"
Palestine and now Israel has evolved from a land vulnerable to invasion into a militarily powerful and
feared state by its opposition. It has been shunned by
the rest of the Middle East, which is predominately
Arab. Ancient Mesopotamia, or "Land between the
rivers," was known as the "cradle of civiliration,"
because of its desirable location within the valley
between both the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, known
as the "Fertile Crescent." Part of this valley today is
called Iraq, one of these Middle Eastern Arab
countries.
This conflict began in 1947 when the General
Assembly of the United Nations partitioned Palestine
into an Israeli and Arab state, which was contrary to
what the Arabs were promised during World War I.
During the term of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, there was no Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Syria or Lebanon, but instead there was what was known as the
Ottoman Empire (Turkish) which sided with Germany,
Austria and Hungary.
For military expediency, the British promised Arabs
an independent state, which included the area known
as "The Fertile Crescent," as well as the Arabian
Peninsula to be given to them after the war, if they
would help in the war against the Turks. At the same
time, the British promised the Jews, in what was
referred to as the Zionist Movement, a home in Palestine. This Jewish political movement called for the
establishment of a home for the Jews in Palestine or
The French, British and -United States agreed to this
promise in what is known as the Balfour Declaration.
named for Lord Balfour., foreign secretary of Great
Britain at that time. However, when the war was over.
allies were faced with these conflicting promises. In
an effort to solve this problem, the French and British
decided to divide the Arab world among themselves.
"In 1949 the UN negotiated separate armistice
agreements between Israel and Arab states. But no
formal treaty was signed, and a formal state of war.
continued. The Arabs refused to recognize Israel and
employed tactics of encirclement, noncommunications,
economic boycott and border harassment," according
to the 1970 Volume of the World.
This armistice was just that. Not a treaty, hut a
ceasing of fighting and hostility temporarily. 1he British ended up occupying and ruling - what today is
known as Iraq, Jordan and Israel, while France controlled the lands that are presently Syria and Lebanon.
Iraq finally became an independent state in 1932.
semi-independent, that is, beAuse Britain did not
withdraw troops from Iraq until. 1,961. On May 15,
1948, Israel was granted the status of an independent
Although Israel is a small country of approximately
7,992 square miles, it is diverse consisting of Judaism.
Christianity and Islamic religions and hosts two languages, Hebrew and Arabic: The Israeli government is
based upon what is referred to as a parliamentary
democracy, headed by a chief of state, or president
elected every five years by Parliament, who in turn
appoints a prime minister as his or her chief executive.
The prime minister and cabinet are responsible to Parliament, in a government which is open to all Israeli
citizen, including non-Jewish people.
Iraq, on the other hand, acquired a provisional con- .
stitution in 1964 which—provided for a president as
head of state and a prime minister, appointed by the
president as his or her chief executive, in addition to a
popularly elected legislature. Like all the Arab countries in the . Middle East, Iraq is in no way a
democracy.
Iraq maintains Islam as is single religion and Arabic as its only language.
In a study published by the U.S. Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations entitled Summary or Views of

Retired Parogn Sct‘iLc Officers, the whole issue of
the Arab-Israeli conflict was put in a nutshell: "The
Crux of the problem was summed up by President
Truman when he said: "I am sorry, gentlemen, but I
have to answer to hundreds of thousands who are anxious for the success of,Zionism; I do not have hundreds of thousands of Arabs among my constituents."
The United Nations' Security Council Resolution
#242 passed during the 1967 war between Israel and
the Arabs over boundary disputes, and again when the
United Nations Security Council Resolution #338
passed during the 1973 war between the two groups.
The United States voted the affirmative in both
accounts, calling for the withdraw! of Israeli troops
from occupied Arab territories.
Thus the Israeli boundaries have been disputed by
Arab states ever since. Therefore, this is not a religious conflict, hut a political conflict. One country,
Israel is predominately Jewish, whereas Iraq is made
up mostly of Muslims, however in both nations there
are in fact, many religions, including Christianity.'
During the summer of 1990, an old fight was
rehashed. Iraq's small, yet wealthy neighbor, Kuwait,
had established funding for the poor country to help
defend itself and other adjoining countries against
Iran. This allowance was included as a line-item in the
Kuwaiti budget. However, in 1989, it appeared to the
Iraqi government that other compensations should be
made to insure Kuwait's protection.
In the current dispute between Iraq and Kuwait, the
reasons for the initial conflict were the feud over the
border, Iraq wanting access to the Persian Gulf from
which to export oil in larger quantities and the
alledged Kuwaiti slant drilling of Iraqi oil.
With this, Saddam Hussein insisted that Kuwait
contribute to his country, stating that it was a matter
of Islamic principle, to give to a neighbor less fortunate than your own.
Thus in a nation so in tune with its past, it is apparent Hussein has a driving desire to want his country
to become the Arab power, and to return to the ancient
grandeUr it once knew as Mesopotamia. This has been
displayed by Hussein likening himself to Nebuchad-•
netzar, whose military might and grandeur had made
Babylonia the dominant power of the Middle East, a
legacy and Defender of the Arab nation, according to
George W. Cornell. an Associated Press Religion
Writer.
"Before the war he (Hussein) had spent millions of
dollars and used 1,0(X) laborers to rebuild the ancient
capital of Babylon, whose ruins are 60 miles south of
the modern capital of Baghdad." according to the article by Cornell.
Given this. Hussein declared "Jihad," which means
an all out effort, upon the Kuwaiti's whom he felt had
betrayed him, as well as the U.S. who had threatened
to intervene in favor of Kuwait. in an effort to defend
rich K Uw aiti oil reserves. This has been said to be
reminiscent to the Arabs of what had occured in the
1940's. in which superpowers intervened and exerted
authority in what was not their land.
The underlying message in all the rationale behind
the history of the Near East was summed up by Dr.
Ferry Foreman, associate professor of religious studies
and chairman of the Department of philosophy and
religious studies at Murray State University. Foreman
said. "As a general principle, we are obligated to try
and understand other people, especially those different
from us, in a world where we have increasing trouble
trying to avoid each other. - ,
"I think what we need to remember is that most
human beings are trying to be the hest people -they
know how to be," said Foreman.
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Letters to the Editor

Colors making it hard
for U.S. to help Saudis
Dear Editor,
The Saudis are making it difficult for us to save them from Saddam Hussein's brutality and naked
aggression:-We do not understand
niceties of Muslim theology
. because we are infidels. First there
was the matter of our female troops
driving cars. We admit to having
told jokes about women drivers, in
the past ourselves so we won't let
this stand in the way of King Faud
picking up his windfall oil profits
But then there was Thanksgiv,ng, and the President hay.*to eat
turkey in the sand with the troops.
Quietly And Chnstmas. No Santa
Claus for our boys and girls there
(hey did let -Bob Hope entern, •
:ne troons hint he wasnn
vi"
bring the gir:s
.vasn't
Now tome., tn.: :.sue
n—nn
is satre,:

tissue neLa.:se that would defile the
color white in an unprintable manner Maybe Faud has been so busy
counting his windfall profits he
hasn't noticed the color of our
troops. And the was we make up
for past injustices.
This issue of white toilet paper
and colored toilet paper could put a
terrible strain on our allianLe Wu:
on the other hand. it might
he
giving me a handie,onr bow to sup
port the troops withOUI
ing my opposition to this Busn
War. For there are just some things
in this life that take precedence
over the groat issues of war Esc
must take a lower place on the
inlern.y before the imperative Can
•: Nalare •- a hen a man has go:
: go hc.: ..•
!:` go And
Sineereiv
*'7,7% A IL.
Box 131
-ras. K. 4207 .

'We know not the reason why
Saddam is being so cruel...'

Never let go ofa guitar
It can lift the spirits to occasionally read an inspirational story.
There are too few of them in our
hectic society. But here is such a
story. about how one stranger
reached out to another.
It began with something very
commonplace --- a two-line ad in
the Chicago Tribune for the sale of
an electric guitar.
The ad was placed by Bob
Macey, 19, of Oak Brook, Ill., a
prc-med student. He wanted to sell
his guitar, a fine Gibson, before
returning to school. He wanted
S350
On the second day of the ad; he
recelved a phone call. The man
said he was interesed, hut for an
„7,,tia reason.
He explained he was a p!-Isli.lan
that hIS nephew had recently
been seriously injured in an auto
crash The boy had been burned
nom the neek down.
'Inc man said he felt personally
responsible for the accident. tie
been like a father to the boy.
whose parents were divorced, and
had talked him into driving to
h:cagt, to visit one of his parents.
During the drive, the crash
tk.urrod
In the acLident, the boy been destroyed. Nov., he

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
in a holt:al, slowly recovering.
But his morale was low. So the
unolo hoped that if he bought him a
guitar. it would improve his state
of mind.
-Would it be possible," he asked
"for you to bring the guitar
to the hospital this evening so he
can look at it.r.
Of course he would. Macey- said.
the man said. "When you
got to the hospital, just ask the
rcooptionist for Dr. Carr.\cher. Maces arrived, the regeptionist pointed out Dr. Carr, who
lk .is waiting in the lobby.
But Dr. Carr was upset and
embarrassed. His nephew had had a
bad day. and he was just not feeling
well enough to he surprised.
realize I'm inconveniencing
Wu,- Dr. Carr said, "tint could I
ask NOu to Come back again tomorrow morning? I'm sure I can show
to ht:-.1. and ,f he likes it I'll buy

4

it from you for the price you're
asking."
Before he left, they chatted
about the accident and the difficult
family life the injured boy had. By
the time they parted, Macey felt
that he had found a friend in a
white-haired, ruddy-faced, tweedcoated physician.
The next morning, he was back
at the hospital. Dr. Carr met him in
the lobby.
Macey opened the case the
showed him the guitar, explaining
how the various switches worked.
It was a beautiful instrument,
made of solid ebony with motherof-pearl inlays and gold plating on
the metal parts. Macey had shined
it before coming to the hospital.
"I'm sure he'll like it," Dr. Carr
said. "Let me take it up to his room
right now. Then if he wants it, I'll
come back down and pay you."
As Dr. Carr hurried off with the
guitar, Macey ran after him.
"I forgot to give you the pick.
He might want to try it."
Dr. Carr took the pick, but he
shook his head, saying: "No, he's
burned too badly to be able to pick
it up yet. But just looking at it will
probably make him• happy."
Macey sat down and waited in
the lobby. A half hour passed, and

Macey became concerned. Had the
boy suffered a relapse.., or worse?
After an hour had passed, Macey
asked the receptionist if something
had happened to the boy.
She said she would check. She
made three phone calls: Then she
told Macey there were no burn
cases in the hospital.
Macey told her she had to be
mistaken. Dr. Carr's nephew had
been burned.
She told Macey there was no Dr.
Carr on the staff.
But the receptionist had pointed
Dr. Carr out — by name.
Yes, but only because the whitehaired man had walked into the
hospital, said his name was Dr.
Carr, that he was waiting to meet
somebody, and would the receptionist please direct that person to
him.
The police were called. They
filled out a report and an officer
told Macey: "Never trust anyone,
kid."
I told you it was an inspirational
story. It should inspire all grayhaired codgers who worry that the
younger generations really are a lot
smarter. Maybe the kids invented
the phrase "ripoff," but smooth old
guys in tweed coats have made it
an art.
c5.
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On Jan. 20, Saddam Hussein's
forces fired 10 SCUD missile. •
Riyadh and the giant U.S. air bae
at Dhahran. Nine ,were intercepted
by Patriot missiles; the 1('-- '
into the Gulf. Two•nights le:
three SCUDS; fired from Iraq.
the undefended city of Tel A'. .
Using SDI technolony
has shown it can att:.
MISSile,
When President b..Nn t)c!N
before Congress for his State of the
Union address, he ought to insist
on the restoration of full funding
for SDI. And entertain no counterargument. The debate is over.
At this writing, the U.S. is entering the sixth . day of war, with
7.001.' air sorties flown. Talk has
nnrned to the land war to achieve
the President's primary (..tvcti‘n
removal of the Iraqi army from
Kuwa:t. Hopefully, Gen. Norman
Schuarzkopf will hold off making
thts decision. There is no demand
from the American people that he
end the war within days. if bring :7g it to an early end means sending the U.S. Army, and Marines
riito bloody combat in Kuw.i.t.
\A'it I. S losses now a: ninc
p!anos and 14 men. Iraqi li

at

Today In History

'
L ,1t.:

were at dawn
w ,, :akcht:d his capacity to resist.
A k
each day Of 1.500
sorne, trn pies it hour by hour. If
;
go into Kuwait or Iraq
war, better we go in
7 even March, t'

[he
,hante Saddam Hussein
:1.n of "winning- this war is if he
an h:(tOiN S ground troops had and w :ndra .s from Kuwait say he ma v lost to the world's
pow or and :Is allies: but,
to lost h,,norably and Was standing
at the end of that battle. His prestige in the Arab world would soar.
The President's determination
not to have a cease-fire, not to go
for a hornhing halt, is right. If
Baghdad wants to talk at the U.N.,
le: mem talk, and hero them out —
as the air ,ampaign continues.
rhere was
argument fox going
ti war. l.ere A as an argument for
not going_ to. war I hero is no argument for noirig to war :".tid not umning detisively
Much has been w rItten of how
we Amer.an, fa.-. to understand
the thinking and sentiments of
Arab peories Inere Is truth in that:
hut the opposite is a:so true. Some
Ara
d.r1 not understand us.
D.d S.dam 11.1ssein think the
Arrcri,ar:
A-0.:C4, not rally
around w tor. tne gans began firWhat k.:id of adviLe. can he be
tak•hg to thihk that by brutalizing

&RAFT' I
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valed prestige among the Arabs,
that we will be able to dictate a
just, enduring peace. That our trimuph will fertilize the soil of the
Middle East for the spread of stability and democracy.
I don't think so, but we're going
to find out.

By JO BURKEEN
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucks Lottery: Pick 3: 1-2-4:
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ago- A
President Re.n:.
hi. Poindexter for .
de evcerpts of his personal diaries to ;
• a tHowev. •
nien.orun security adviser-s tipt-orrimg if
:ater reversed hirriself, deciding the materia, Was not es.nni,,a,
fod-av's Birthdays. Actor John Ireland is 77 Producer-direetor Harold
nnnernis.61; Actor Gene .Hackmaa is 60. Actress Tammy grimes is 57.
1.tress Vanessa Redgave is 54. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney is 50
Thought for Today: "It is the tragedy of the world that no one knows
...lilt he doesn't know. --- and the less a man knows, the more sure he is
:rat he knows everything.— — Joyce Cary, English author (1g/48-1957).

there may be staying -on for five
years at least.
From Morocco to Manila,
American diplomats and civilians
are departing. Anti-American riots
are reported throughout the region.
There are few reports of Arab
demonstrations to hack the
coalition.
, If Israel responds to the attack
on her cities, our Arab allies -President Mubarak of Egypt, King
Fahd of Saudi Arabia, Hafez alAssad of Syria — are unlikely to
break out of the coalition, after all,
they are on the winning side. But,
how much do they reflect the sentiment of the Arab streets?
When the war ends, Iraq will be
in ruins, Jordan will have been
impoverished by the embargo and
.cut-off in aid from •Saudi Arabia.
The Palestinians, locked up by the
curfew, with- no income from the
Gulf, all hope of "liberation" dead,
will be in the worst condition since
1948. Jordan, -Egypt, Yemen and
the West Bank will be home to
hundreds of thousands of new
refugees.
The Iraqis and the Arab millions
who backed them, defeated and
humiliated, will be full of rage and
resentment, many praying. for a
chance to settle accounts with their
Arab cousins who held our coin.
Some suggest that in the wake of
victory, America will have unri-

LOOKING BACK

piggly wiggly
79 IDA /I 4111
.1111

U.S. pilots into confessing crimes
they did not commit, stating views
they do not believe, he is going to
weaken America's national will?
America has learned the lessons
of Vietnam. Saddam Hussein did
not. Having learned of the torture
of U.S. pilots in Hanoi, that some
of the bravest can be broken.
Americans are only enraged by
these "confessions" over Iraqi
radio. Saddam Hussein is only
strengthening those who say the
ung ought not to end until he it finished off.
Thus far, we have been spared
pictures of the carnage created by
our air strikes. It would not be a
had thing if this continues. We did
not suffer in World War II by 'not
having live footage of the horrors
of Guadalcanal. Anzio or
Normandy.
The President is right to caution
Americans not to be euphoric about
an early and easy victory, though
the calm confidence of Gen.
Schwarzkopf seems justified. The
dozen or so SCUDS fired are militarily insignificant alongside those
7,000 sorties — scores of them by
bomb-laden B-52s, each of which
can carry 100 times the destructive
power of the SCUDS that hit Tel
Aviv.
However, as. President Bush
basks in universal applause. he had
best take a hard look at his New
World Order.
As predicted, Mr. Gorbachev is
using the Gulf war as cover to
crush the Baltic republics of Latvia
and Lithuania. Yugoslavia appears
ready to do the same to Croatia and
Slovenia. The Kremlin has told
Poland its 50,000 Soviet troops

,• r.
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Ten years ago
Snow, measuring 4.2 inches, fell
in Murray and Calloway County
last night.
Calloway County Sheriff Max
Morris is pictured helping to load
1,508 cans of beer onto a pickup
truck to be taken to City Landfill to
be crushed by a bulldozer. They
are from served previous arrests.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of
Waterfield Center for Business and
Governmental Research at Murray
State University, has been reelected president of Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council for 1981.
Twenty years ago
An open house will be today and
tomorrow at Calloway County FireRescue Squad Headquarters.
Mrs. A. Carman has produced
paintings of the 17 remaining covered bridges in Kentucky. They are
now on display at Murray Art
Guild on East Main Street.
Milton Jones, Jack Persall,
James C. Williams, Norman Klapp,
Bruce Wilson and Wallace Ford are
new officers of Murray Shrine
Club.
Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tom W. Rowlett of Murray, is a member of the intercollegiate girls' basketball team at
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale.

Thirty years ago
Budgets for East and West Fork
Watersheds were approved at a
meeting of Soil Conservtion District Supervisors of Purchase Coun- •..'
ties at a meeting held recently at
Mayfield.
Murray American Legion and
Auxiliary will observe Americanism Month with a dinner at Triangle Inn on Feb. 27, according to
Mrs. Wayne Flora, Americanism
chairman.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High beat Wingo, Almo
beat Hazel, and Murray Douglas
beat Mayfield Dunbar. High team
scorers were Richard Hurt for Murray High, Parchman for Wingo,
Hill for Almo, Jackson for Hazel.
Jim McGehee for Douglas and
Bryant for Dunbar.
Forty years ago
John Lassiter, Randall Patterson
and B.H. Dixon were elected as
officers of Calloway County Farm
Bureau.
"Mike Baker, son of Charles
Mason and Mrs., is a mighty lucky
little boy to have the two grandmothers he has," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Miss Jean Farris and Parker
Alfred Lindsey Jr. were married
Jan. 26 at Corinth, Miss.
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Dill now at Haws Memorial
Brandon B. Dill, former Murray electrician, sustained injuries in a fall
the first of January. He has been transferred from Murray-Calloway County Hospital to Haws Memorial, Room 311, Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky.
42041. He will appreciate receiving cards and letters, according to a family member.
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CCHS Class of 1971 will meet
1971 to
Another meeting of Calloway County High School Class of
of
Woodmen
at
p.m.
7
at
4,
Feb.
Monday,
bc
will
reunion
plan a 20-year
informamore
For
Streets.
Maple
the World building at South Third and
tion call Reta Futrell Gray, 759-1g54, after 5 p.m.
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Supper planned at Independence
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Church,
A spaghetti supper will be at Independence United Methodist
of
Serving
2.
Feb.
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Jane and Curt Simmons of Gateway Ministries, top left photo, and Bo
O'Brien of O'Brien Ministries, top right photo, presented special
music at New Year's Eve Celebration at Main Street Youth Center. A
part of the over 300 people attending are pictured in the bottom
photo.
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Center holds celebration
By LINDA LEE LESTER
Main Street Youth Center reporter

The Second Annual New Year's
Eve Celebration at Main Street
Youth Center was a success.
Before the evening was over,
approximately. 300 people visited
the center and participated in the
various activities.
Music was by Curt and Jane
Simmons, local music evangelists,
and Bo O'Brien from O'Brien
ministries of Nashville, Tenn.
Many families used the Ness
Year's activity to spend time with
their children at the Youth Center.
Adults-, teens and children all
enjoyed the food and fun of the
celebration.
The thane los. the evening was
"It's Time to Make A Change."
At midnight, balloons were
released from the ceiling and a
music video by the Wynans
entitled "It's Time to Make A
Change" was shown on a large
screen television. The music videos
were donated by New Life Christian Center Bookstore and the large
screen television was on loan from
Bricnsburg Christian Fellowship
Church.
A popular activity at the center
is Nintendo. New Year's Eve was
no exception. Movie World sup-

plied games for the evening. In
fact, Movie World is a regular supporter of the center. Each weekend
Movie World donates the use of
Nintendo games to Main Street.
Because of Movie World's support,
the Center is able to offer a variety
of Nintendo games each weekend.
The event was only possible
because of the support of this community. Murray-Calloway County
citizens and businesses are definitely concerned about the area's
young people.
Food was available throughout
the evening thanks to area merchants who donated items for the
event.
Soft drinks were donated by
Pockets, McDonalds, Wisehart's
Grocerey, JR Food Mart and WalMart.
Storey's Food Giant, Piggly
Wiggly, Sammons Bakery, Owen's
Market, Donut Shack, Bunny
Bread. Pam's Cake Hut, Seven
Seas, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Ryan Milk. Captain D's, T.J.'s,
Roy's Pharmacy, Coast to Coast,
Mike Farley, Golden Corral!, Shoney's, Martha's, Pagliai's and Pizza Hut all donated food for the
evening.
Main Street Youth Center is a
United Way agency.
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Calloway County Middle School releases honor rolls for nine zveeks, semester
Calloway County Middle School
:us released the honor rolls for the
,econd nine weeks and first semester as follows:

-e:-?;;•••
ss

SIXTH GRADE
Sine Weeks
All As
Ashley Gilson, Susan Green.
l'atr:L:k Haney. Jana Herndon, Lisa
H0:1:-Jeremy Jones, Josh MINIC.Pn,.
Neuhart, Susie Richter,
Suiter. Gcna Taylor, BrenL. a,ner and Krisy Whitfield.
All As and Bs
Adams, Eleshia Adams.
Dea Banks. Amanda
\.!
Bebber, Stacey Bed Toni Bennett, Jason Bess.
B:rdsong. Elizabeth Black.: \-rly Boggess. Jenny Brame.
B7.17,!or., Joshua Buc. Craig
Be;h CarraAay.
C.1-sor. Boone Chambers.
Cossev. Monica
s, 1hcic
Day is, Dana Dodl)ke. Roxanne DunE.Jmondson. Jon Ems•
1.0r. Fare. Brad Forres• 17.g.e Fortener. Carla Futrell.
.-7•!-er Gay. !v1helle Green,
Greer. Jason Henson.
•
H T' lark Johnson.
Johnson. Nathan Keller,
:!so.'
K;
/14tur Kcx:a, Jessica
HeaLher Lens'. I
iieatner Levx:s.
[ore.
• ; Josh;:a Ma7Chr.s
R'eSev.tgon.
A
‘77-

Brad Duncan. Jacqueline Geurin.
Kristy Hokans, Stephanie Holland.
Allison McDaniel, Julie Myatt.
Nikki Satterwhite, Regina Tabus.
Christina Thorn, Debbie Tucker.
Derek Vander Molen, Molly Willis
and Julie Yoo.
All As and Bs
Jill Adams, Heather Allen. Raina
Anderson, Holly Barnes, Miss).
Barnett, Dolly Bogard, Darcie Carson, Kili Carson. Tracie Cunningham, Chanda Dawson. Nikki Dick,
Michelle Doran, Scott Earwood,
Angela Elkins, Andrew Falwell,

ris. Daemon Osbron, Mary P'Pool,
Andrew Pardue, Matt Pate. Connie
Pierce,
Edwin ,Richerson, Christi
Roberts, Nikki Satterwhite, Julie
Seefeldt, Tasha Shoemaker, Billy
Smith, Jay Stark, Jamie Stockdale,
Shereen Stockham, Debbie Tuckcr,
Mcinda Tyler, Shannon \fades,
Chris Williams, Kellie Williams.
Rhea Ann Wright and Tina N'yatt
First Semester
All As
Allison Binford, Christina Burk et, Lance Cherry, John Drennon,

Jamie Stockdale, Shcreen Stockham. Mecinda Tyler,
Shannon Vailes, Chris Williams.
Kelhe Williams, Rhea Ann Wright.
Tina Wyatt, Kylie Johnson, Adam
Duncan, Kelly Felts, Leslie Hamilton, Cassie Maness. Jennifer
Young. Dede Joseph. Tammy Parker, Brad Norsw•orthy, Wesley England. AshIce Turner, •
Kathy Erkman, Brent Anderson,
Josh Aram, Kristy Peery, Becky
Schroackr, Jon Futrell, Justin Kimbro, Jason McClure. Jodi Manning.
Greg Ramsey, Steven Sparlin.

Amy Gibson, Shawn Gore.
Mandy Griffin, Tonya Hamlin,
Kristi Hargis, Alicia Hargrove,
Jean Paul Haryille, Crystal Henderson, Jennifer Hoffman, Jessica
Jones, Tammy Jones, Holly Keel,
Rhonda Keel. Jaime Kimbro, Katy
Koch, Teresa Lee, Hilary Lyons,
Jeremy Matheny,
April McKinney. Justin Morris.
Daemon Osbron, Mary P'Pool,
Andrew Pardue. Matt Pate, Connie
Pierce. Edwin Richerson, Christi
Roberts, Julie Seefeldt, Tasha
Shoemaker. Billy Smith, lay Stark,

Courtney Lyons, Adam Seiber,
Ryan Key, Patty Redden and Susan
Hale
EIGHTH GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Macrae Coleman. Celena Cooper. Annie Forrester, Erin Grogan,
Drew Harrell, Jeff Hughes, Jason
Lee, Eric McKee, Peter O'Rourke.
Erica Rowlett and Derek Smce.
All As and Bs
Farrah Beach, Carrie Bell, Ashley Coleman, Miranda Coles,
(('ont'd on page 7A)
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BAKER'S STEW
By 71-udy Baker

everyone has an interest. I hope to
share some of this interest with you
by swapping recipes, sharing cooking stories, showcasing some of
our area's great cooks, and answering some of your questions.
For those of you who don't
know me, and my long standing
relationship with food, a brief
background. My parents, Bob and
Agnes Morris, have lived in Keniana Subdivision in Hamlin for 18
years. They raised my brother
Todd, and me in Northwest Indiana, literally a suburb of Chicago,
and a melting pot of ethnic food.
Two years after our parents'
escaped to Kentucky, my brother

11
4
%
ki

r14e4I111IP
;

Susan

and my husband's suggestion
"Chewing the Fat", (just a little too
close to home, and my lifelong
battle of the bulge). After considerable time spent racking my brain, I
told myself to get on with writing
the column and not get into a stew
over the name, and hence a title is
born.
Food is an international language
and something in which just about

Coming up with a title for this
column was much more difficult
than the actual writing of it has
been. A lot of titles seem just too
overworn, "Cook's Corner, Food
for Thought, Someone's in the
Kitchen with...," or even the simple
"Cooking with..." Trying for a new
angle brought out "Foodtalk" or
"Cookspeak" (too computerish),
"Stirring up Trouble", (too cute)

Coopirogan,
Jason
tourkc.
;nice.

I, AshColes.

GIVE
YOUR
TH

BU

and I followed and enrolled at
Murray State. Todd married Maggie Battle, whose dad taught English at MSU for many years, they
now live in Las Vegas. I married
Ron (known as Ronnie Joe in
younger years) Baker, a MI'S grad
who I met while working at
Pagliai's. Ron works at Briggs and
Stratton and we recently were coowners of R.J. Brewbaker's
restaurant.
Some of my first memories
involve food. Dad says the first
word I ever spoke was "Cookie"
(the battle of the bulge got an early
man Mom would tie her apron
under my armpits and let me

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1991

"help" her with dishes We always
had a big garden and so I grew up
canning peaches and pickles. beets
and beans. My cousin Janet is still
the best cook I've ever met, and
she took me under her wing early
and taught me some of my best
recipes, and well kept secrets
(something every good cook
keeps). We baked up innumerous
dozens of cookies, cakes and candy
to ship to her brother, Chuck, while
he was in Vietnam.
The ethnic foods around us
included German. Italian, Mexican
and Chinese. For reasons I don't
remember, we always "ate Chinese" on Christmas Eve. As I grew

ET
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(ont'd from page 6A)
Michael Crouse. Ronald Diehl.
Laura Gough. Stevie Hall. Emily
Helton, Jay Herndon. Kasey Hill.
Kim Johnson. Jennifer Jones, Jared

BAKERY

KIES

c. sugar
2/3 c. margarine, softened
e_.!.p
teaspoon vanilla
4 tsp. almond flavoring
23/4 c. all purpose flour
2i.'2 tsp. baking powder
I :sp. sat
c. milk
L:. raspberry jam or preserves,
Sliced almonds
Preheat Oven to 300 degrees:
Grease and flour two 9 inch round
cake pans. Cream together sugar,
and margarine, add eggs, vanilla
and almond flavoring, mix well
.- Intl! fluffy. Beat two minutes. Beat
in 'flour, .baking powder and salt,
alternating with milk on low speed.
Pour into pans. bake 30-35 minutes
or until pick 'comes out clean. Cool
07. 7,1jti. Spread 1/2 c. preserves
between layers, and remaining 1/2
7)ri top of cake. Sprinkle top of
:ake with slivered or sliced
.i - monds.,.May frost sides of cake
t:h white icing OT whipped cream
aid a little.' almond flavoring if

Calloway...
WITH ONE FILLED SMART
SHOPPERS CARD

FRESH PRODUCE

I HINES

k

• • • •
Raspberry Almond Cake

PORK
STEAK
tto t 414

HAM

older, I watched, and learned, Fried
Italian Bread from Mrs. Rocco
Maggio, Enchiladas from Elizabeth
Martinez's Mom, Cabbage Rolls
from Mrs. Schultz in 4-H, and
well, I could go on and on. My
maternal grandparents were from
England, so plum pudding, Yorkshire pudding and scones are family heirlooms.
I began working in a Chicago
area Italian restaurant, while still a
teen, and have a wide variety of
restaurant cooking experience since
then. My cookbook collection overflows my kitchen into the den and
even the guest bedroom. Two of
my most cherished possessions are
my grandmothers' hand-written
cookh(xiks from England, a little
hard to read, with lots of pinches
and dashes and (how romantic)
:nterspersed with poems.
.I his background has served me
so far, enabling me to win
several awards from high school
and college to more recently the
Holiday Cookbook Contest in the
Ledger & Times. Since the best
way to illustrate my credentials, for
whatever they're worth, I thought
in this first column I'd share with
you. again, two of my favorite
ard winners,
Cabbage Saute
,itces bacon, diced
I ty.neh '.approx. 6) green
cleaned with 2-3 inches of
ups luit on
thinly sliced
head of cabbage
r,/ pkg fro/en green peas
;our cream
r-)a.on until crisp, remove
.an (u..c a good sized skillet)
qc into quarters: slice
P.erriove all hut 3-4 tbsp.
'ease from pan, to hot
sliced cabbage and
cook over medium
fte.t1, until cabbage
Add fronn peas.
`-,reaktrig up, continue
peas are thawed and
Remove from
s:ir
sour cream until
sprinkle with white
desired. Serve

tadina

CONTADINA
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Lassiter, Angela Morrison, Shannon Nelson. Melody Parker,
Jennifer Paul, April Peal, Matt
Perry, Matt Pierce, Kristen Poat,
Tom Richter, Andy Rose, Bill
Shaffer, Melanie Slemmer, David
Smotherman, Cristi Sorrels, Shawna Thompson, Sean Waller, Chad
Ward, Lisa Warner and Monica
First Semester
All As
Macrae Coleman, Celena Cooper, Annie Forrester, Drew Harrell,
Jeff Hughes, Jason Lect, Eric
McKee, Peter O'Rourke, Mclosiy
Parker and Erica Rowlett.
All As and Bs
Micah Bazzell, Farrah Beach,
Carrie Bell, Ashley Cleaver, Miranda Coles, Michael Crouse,
Shawn Davis, Ronald Diehl, Laura
Gough, Erin Grogan, Kelly D.
Hale, Emily Helton, Jay Herndon,
Kascy Hill, Kristi Hill, Kim Johnson, Jennifer Jones. Missy Key,
Jared Lassiter,
April McKee!, Angela Morris,
Shannon Nelson, Jennifer Paul,
April Peak, Kristen Poat, Tom
Richter, Andy Rose, Bill Shaffer,
Melanie Slemmer, Drck Smee,
David Smotherman, Christi Sorrels,
Shawna Thompson, Michael Tucker, Jeremy Vaughn, Sean Waller,
Chad Ward and Monica Williams.

4,- -
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Carroll and Peery wedding planned Preventive
skin care
discussed

Miss Teresa Renee Carroll and
Bobby Jason Peery announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Franklin and Carolyn Carroll of
Murras
She is the granddaughter of Thomas and Lounell Lovett and Mod cue Carroll and the late Fred Car4011 of Murray and Hugh and Dorothy Kelso of Cullman, Ala
The groom-elect is the son of
Gene and Sandra Outland of

NEW YORK (AP) ---- Preventive
skin care for teen-age boys and
girls needs to include no more than
a daily routine of mild cleansing.
moisturizing and sun protection
plus regular shampooing for oily
hair, says Dr. Ellen Gendler,
dermatologist.
"The single most important
criterion of any skin care routine is
that it neither aggravate an existing
acne problem nor -bring on breakouts where there were none
before." says Gendler, a member
of the board of the Oil of Olay
Skin Care Center.
Wash your skin morning and
evening with a cleanser designed to
provide a rich lather without drying. Limit exfoliants or scrubs to
twice a month since they can be
irritating to acne-prone skin. For
oily skin, use a mild, low -alcohol
toner. If you are using acne medication, however, a toner can aggravate your skin. For dry skin. apply
a greaseless motsturiaer that won't
clog pores. And use a sun block
at least SPE IS
"Although most people are
aware of the danger of prolonged
exposure to the sun, few realize
that the greatest damage comes
from exposure before the age of
20," says Gendler.
She says girls generally are more
diligent than teen boys about skin
.0w -fat (2 percent or 1 percent) and hair care, hut boys must fall
a
or sLrn milk.
into a routine. too. As they experiChoose "select" grades (it ence a. burst of testosterone. they
Tea: ind of "prime." Trim have a greater tendency than girls
of
visible fat before for breakouts on the chest. back
and face, and shaving..often
f.'se no. ,!:,.k vegetable increases the flare-ups. •
in place of oils when baking
"Boys experiencing acne breakouts in the beard area may want to
Eat angel food cake, frozen try a topical antibacterial Jotion,"
nars or tat-free froten desserts she says. "In addition, they should
of ri;h creams. desserts.
also avoid harsh soaps or scrubs...

Ben:011.
He is the grandson of Bill and
Dina Camp of Murray. and the late
Henry Rogers and Bob and Doroths Thompson of Benton
Miss Carroll is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
Murray State University. She is
s.mployed at Wcstside Baptist
and K Mart of Murray.
N17 Peery is a graduate of MarCounty High School He is
SouthEastern Book
,
ved
orny
1:1; wedding will be solcmnited
Sa:urday. Ma• !f, at 1 pm at
‘‘e,Iside 13a-rreertio!:
+w at :he
ri

Teresa Renee Carroll and
Bobby Jason Peery to marry

friends and relatives are
,:lited to attend the wedding and
reception

Ways to reduce at in diets are given
NEA YORK LAP) - Ts
•ets of fat-free or low -fat :
cheese. salad
„
.ream and cake. But when
1:s 'ernaived, what happens
a

•

-For years, removing
71 fAXI meant sacrificir:g
ilavor. Says dietitian I
n-aa%. a Loranbutor to the 1'.7.% •
• N

MURRAY
TODAY

Rice can be used many ways

I This Week's Special,,
Lg. 'Hamburger. Fries & Lied. Drink
sp•ciai
Good
- S259
thru F•b 2

Friday Bight Buffet
Bar-8-0 Rims. Beef Fried Chicken
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all the firin s
and dessert bar

$

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

ik

NEW YORK (AP) - Rice can
be used in a variety of ways -from side dishes to desserts. The
foiluwang tips are provided by
Riviana Foods. makers of Success
and Success Brown Rice.
Side Dishes
Add slivered almonds and raisins to cooked white rice for color
att!- rivor. Lemon and dill is
'7 flavor .combination,
• Combine dry salad dressing,
seasoning or soy sauce with
to add flavor, but not

ad,.! pi,ante

753-0045
Sa
- f

Parts & Service Department
will be closing
February 1 at Noon
for Inventory.
We will re-open Monday,
February 4th

6

67j41447-4446& 753-2617

COM ill

tinity...

(Coni'd from page 5.4)
side dish, toss
• rke witb.ur cream and
yogurt. teriyaki Sauce.
or Par:nes:1n i.b,cese

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St
Murray

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, GEO

try dishes.
Snacks and Dessert's
----- Combine almonds, dates and
honey with brown rice for a tasty
snack.
-- To chilled white rice add
whipped cream topping, pineapple
chunks and cherries.
Stir chilled white_ rice into
vanilla pudding. Add raisins.

/;:7,,'H

combine
artiJtoke hearts, Moi;77,t%!,e (,1:.eS and chilled
tomato-base
salad, combine
red apples, war
mayonnaise with

'5%,.
.1!;:or!

%en

,

()'
7.L.e salad, ,otai• ad ,h,ciaar-.. green pepper,
with chilled

.A,dd your favorite spaghetti
and Parmesan cheese to
jarnbalaya. add
•
A rnte rice to stewed torna,aced sausage and Cajun
.:sted pine nuts and brow,.i
a dash of poultry scasori•;: a quick stuffirT for

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.

Thursday, Jan. 31
HAPPY Steering Committee of
Homework Assistance Program for
Parents and Youth will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
-BlOod Drive will be from 10
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Banquet Room
2, Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Campus Lights will open at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is 55
for adults, 53.50 for senior citizens,
$2.50 for children three and older,
and children under three free. For
information call 762-4288.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Communion
Service at 9 a.m.; Legion of Mary
at 9:45 a.m.: WORD program at 10
a.m.; Choir Practice at 7 p.m,
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Young N Hearts wilt meet at 10
a.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Get In
Shape...

will relocate his elf ce

to

205 So. 8th St.

In State
1-800-633-1178

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

DATEBOOK
itonrd from page gAl

Senior Alaskan tour cancelled
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Too*, Thomas Moore has cancelled the seven-day Alaskan cruise/tour planned for
May 23. This may be rescheduled at a later date. For information, call
Mrs. Moore at 753-8274.

Dance of Hearts on Saturday
Dover Square Western Square Dancing CI,,h will have its annual Dance
of Hearts on Saturday. Feb. 2, from 8 to 11----pm.---ar- North Stewart
Elementary School. Highway 70 South of Clarksville toward Dover,
Tenn. This wall he ('lass and Club Level with Gary Kencaid of Nashville.
Tenn., calling the square dancing and Joy;.e Pft.kler of Springville, Tenn ,
cueing the rounds. Aii western sq—ire d.iners are invited to attend
Refreshments and d sr prt/cs
b5.
tK.cording to Robb\
Do\.er

CWEI Board to meet Monday
A meeting of Board 'of Church Women United will he Monday, Feb. 4, ,
at 1 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, president. urges all churches of Murray and Calloway County to he represented
at this meeting to plan the World Prayer program for March_

Events plantu'd here tonight
Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays at f-irst Christian Church will begin at 6
p.m.. tonight (Wednesday). The theme for the month is "Women of the
Bible." Children's Choir All be at 530 p.m. prior to the event. A meal
will he served prior to the meang.

Eastern plans plionathon
Begtnning Sunday, Feb. 3, Eastern Kentucky University, at Richmond
will cad many of the EKU alumni living .in Cailoway County. The calls
are part of a five-week effort by 4(i) student volunteers to raise S95,00(.1
for scholarships and other university programs. The students will call
more than 25.000 Eastern graduates nationwide during Phonathon '91,
EDU•s sixth annual telephone campaign. The phonathon will run from
Sunday, Feb. 3. through Sunday.. March 10

Patriot Rally to be Saturday
A Patriot Rally will be Saturday. Feb. 2, starting at 10 a.m. The rally
start at Northside Shopping Center on Chestnut Street. will go down
Chestnut Street to North Fourth Street. and up to the town square. The
rally program will be from 1030 to I I a.m.
will

Recycling Committee will meet
The Area Recycling Committee will hold its next general meeting on
Monday, Feb. 4, at 8 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway: County Public Library. According to Pat Clement, who chairs the local -effort to
encourage recycling in Murray and Calloway County, the meeting will
focus on plans and activities scheduled for the next few months. She also
said that interested members of the community are invited to attend the
subcommittee meeting for Education which will begin at 7 p.m., also at
the library. For more information on the Area Recycling Committee. call
the Center for Environmental Education at Murray State University.
762-2534.

Shoreline clean-up planned
The second annual "Shoreline Hike" clean-up of Land Between the
Lakes is being planned. This will be to collect litter along Kentucky and
Barkley Lake shorelines to restore the area to its natural beautiful state.
The goal for 1991 is to clean a greater expanse of the shoeline, especially
the northern and southern areas where the lakes get heavy use. LBL officials are seeking a larger number of volunteers from throughout the region. This year, representatives from groups and communities are being
invited to serve on the coordinating committee which will meet Saturday,
Feb. 2, at 10 a.m. at LBL Administration Building at Golden Pond. Those
desiring to attend should register by call 1-92-: S602 Of 1-924-5897.
NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •

Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

SPECIALS

of January 17, 1991
****

For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690

Jarrod Kyle Millington celebrated his second birthday on Jan. 14. Ile
is the son of Rick and Pattie Millington of Richardson, Texas. His
mother if the former Patti Ross. Grandparents are Joyce Phillips of
Bonham, Texas, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Millington of
Richardson. Great-grandparents are Pat Ross and the late Mary Ross
of Rt. 6, Murray.

Exercise Equipment

across from the MCCH Emergency Room)

as

am

eiebrate> ›t't(HO Nil/hit/1/

Undercounter
Dishwasher

Monthly Rental Rates

Exercise Bike
Treadmill (standard)
Rowing Machine

Was 'le NOW 114.95
Was sger NOW 149.95
Was !iffr NOW 29.95

I I NDERWOOD

=CID

Hurry while
supplies last!

RENTAL SALES

%11 APPLIANCE 759-1505

CENTER

Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North

vi
WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •

f
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•

•
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SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley T. Johnson

n. 14. He
exas. His
'hillips of
ington of
lary Ross
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A hearty thanks to all those who
read our 1989 Christmas wish list.
We arc now in our new home and
enjoying many of the things that so
many of you have contributed.
Our administrative offices
moved Nov. 21; Meals-on-Wheels
continued without interruption, and
on Nov. 28, the combined Ellis and
Willis Centers moved in. Congregate meals were served in the
dining room for the first time.
In order to be able to continue as
well as expand the services of
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens' organization, we depend
upon gifts and contributions to supplement the funds appropriated
from government sources.
Many items to make the dining
and lounge areas comfortable have
been received.
The colorful folding chairs were
given by the Alpha Phi Sorority.
Additional chairs which coordinate
with these came from Callow:v.,

County High School.
The new billiards table was
given to us by the Murray Moose
Lodge and will be set up soon and
ready for use.
One of our two pianos and the
stereo system are also gifts from
the sisters of Alpha Phi. The second piano is a gift of Dr. and Mrs.
Roger Reichmuth, and was ready
for carols at our first Christmas
Party in the new quarters.
•
The comfortable and attractive
lounge area consists of an area carpet and a two-piece sectional sofa.
These items were contributed by
our board chair, Shirley Johnson.
Fabric and repairs for the sofas
came from Dr. and Mrs. Jules Harcourt with Pat doing the holstering
of the fabric.
Murray -Calloway County Hospital

has given

chairs

and

us several

Dr.

Richard

Silver Citizens are coming to see
what is Offered. The first community social affair is in the planning
stages. That will be a dance scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 16. Be
sure to look and listen for further
information.
This affair is to be a fundraiser
which has two purposes. First, for
MCCSC to contribute to the renovation debt occurred while getting
Building prepared for
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occupancy. Secondly, a recently each year, these funds will be ear- call (753-0929) so we can match
acquired second van carries a loan. marked for special projects. A con- your abilities with our needs.
Thus, all proceeds from the dance tributor will receive a newly
Our appreciation is unbounded
wiil be divided equally between designed identification and a mem- for Judge-Executive George
these two worthy projects. All ber card signifying that you are a
Weaks, Mayor Bill Cherry, the
amenities for this are being Silver Citizen Friend.
Building Committee and the staff
contributed.
The expansion of services
of all these offices for those contriPlans are In the linal stage for a requires many hands and hearts. buted gifts; and to our Executive
new group kittiin our organization. We continue to seek volunteers. An
Director Jackie Jordan, our loya!
Any one can become a SILVER
hour or more, here or there, to fit staff and volunteers. MurrayCITIZEN FRIEND. By contribut- each volunteer's time. schedule is Calloway County Silver Citizens
ing a dollar or more contribution all that is asked. Give the office a say Many Thanks!

Pets of the week named
14•

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Trixie," a female adult dog; "Barnahy," a male Golden Bet. Mix; "Nehi," a female Sheltie
mix; and "Snowy," a female Spitz/Shep mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are
12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and Ito 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
County. For information call 759-4141.

padded
Blalock

gave us furniture and lamps from
his office.
We would have little were it not
for the generosity of these people.
We will graciously thank others as
we receive their gifts. You will be
kept up to date on these Matters.
Soon you will see our new logo
which appears at the top of this
article. It will be visible on stationery, banners and the vans of
MCCSC.
With the increased activity at the
Community Center, more and more

ual Dance
Stewart
Dover,

.d

Nashyilie,
le, Tenn

to attend

Two babies, dismissals and
expiration listed by hospital

Rohh‘,:

.y, Feb. 4,
presi-

:presented
eh_

begin at 6

let of the
t. A meal

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Caltaway County Hospital
for Tuesday, Jan. 29, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Burgie baby boy, parents, Donna
and Craig, Rt. 2, Benton;
Hatley baby girl, parents, Tami
and Bill, Rt. 2, Box 384, Camden,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Frances Reed, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs. Voleni West, West View
Nuring Home; Milton Dick, 705
South 16th ,St., Murray;

Robert Randolph, 1705 Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Eura Green, CR
Box 54, New Concord; Lendon
Nance, Rt. 6, Box 349, Murray;
Charles McDaniels, 1630 Hamilton, Murray; Clifton Davis Jones,
114 Ash St., Murray; Johnny Erwin
Underwood, Rt. 2, Box 141, Hazel:
Mrs. Melissa Sanders and baby
boy. Rt. 1, Box 419, Murray; Mrs.
Karen Mills and baby girl, P.O.
Box 80. Benton.
Expiration
Miss Goldie Hicks, 1628 West
Main St., Ivturrly.

Richmond
The calls
e 595,000

Elias wesents brunch ticket

THEY'RE EVEN MORE IMPRESSIVE
WHEN YOU DISCOVER
THEY COST 40%* LESS THAN WINSTON:*
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Cathy Elias, right, of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club presents Jo Burkeen, left, Murray Today Editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times, with a ticket to the annual Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch to be held Saturday, Feb. 9, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.-at
PagliaPs. Tickets at $4 for adults with children 6 and under free may
be purchased by calling Cindy Towery, 753-3966, or any member of
the Sigma Department.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

'Super Bowl XXV'gets top
rating TV rating for week
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time TV ratings compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
Jan. 21-27. Top 20 listings include
the week's ranking, with full
season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the week, and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV homes.
(x) "S4pet B0114 XXV,•• ABC, 41.8, 38.9
million homes
2. (X) "Super Bowl Kick Off," ABC, 31.7,
29 5 million homes
3.(X) "Super Bowl XXV Postgame Show,"
ABC, 25.7, 23 9 million homes.
4 (I) "Cheers,", NBC, 21.1, 19.5 million
hand'.
S. (3) "Rosanne," NBC, 19.4, 18.1 million
homes.
6. (ii) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 119, 17.5
million homes
7 (7) "Empty Neat," NBC, 18.4, 17 1 mil
bon horns
8 (8) VCiolden Girls," NBC, 18.2, 16.0 mullion homes
9 (17) Full House," ABC, 17.5, 16.2 mullion
homes
tO (5) "The Hill Cosby Show," NBC, 169,
15 7 million homes.
10 (19) "Coach," ARC, 16.9, 15.7 million
homes.
12. (13) Unsolved Mystenes," NBC, 16.7,

15.5 mullion homes.
13. (23) "Major Dad," CBS, 16.5, 15.3 mullion homes.
14. (30) "Rescue 911," CBS, 16.0, 14.8 million homes.
15 (56) "Good Sports" special," CBS, 15.9,
14.7 million homes.
16. (X) "CBS Special Movie Wednesday,"
CBS, 15.5, 144 million homes.
16. (X) "Davis Rules" special, ABC, 15.5,
14.4 million homes
18. (X) "CBS Special Movie Thursday,"
CBS, 15.4, 14.3 Mallen homes.
19. (X) "Family Matters" special," ABC,
49, 13.8 million homes.
19. (65) "Wings," NBC, 14.1k 13.8 million
homes.
19. (27) "Wonder Years," ABC, 14.9, 13.8
million homes.

— — COUPON

• MN

OW 51

Pyramd
With a blend of three of the world's finest tobaccos,
the flavor of Pyramid can rival any brand. Including Winston.
It's when You discover the price that you realize there's no comparison.

PYRAMID.
Available in 9 popular styles.

911t. a% t•ragt. retail

e per pack of Pyramid was 40',i less than Winston tor the four-week penod ending Ckioher i,, PM.as determined Iw
an independent national retail survey ”Winstim is a registered trademark of R.1 Reym vials Tobacco Compan%

ittr, Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

Murray

Feed your child

FREE
,,oupon good tor up to two chickers 10 and
under me" purchase of an adult meet
Expires Feb 28 1991

IkaammunaLawasim.mm.m.md.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Light: Kings 11 mg. "tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine; 100's 12
mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine; Ultra Lights:6 mg. "tar",
0.6 mg. nicotine; Non-filters: 23 mg. "tar", 1.5 mg.
nicotine; Full Flavor: Kings 16 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg.
nicotine; 100's 17 mg. "tar", 1.4 mg. nicotine ay. per
cigarette by FTC Method.
tS 1991 Liggett C;mup
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Hubbard to remain in key
posts in 103rd Congress

Beth Wilkerson and Michelle Scott have been chosen as Outstanding
Students in the Foods Program at KY Tech-Murray -Calloway County
Vocational Center for the last nine week term.

Murray Speech Team places first
humerous interpretation, Karen
Mikulcik. third in dramatic inter•
pretation, Scott Conklin, first in
storytelling, Catherine Hun, second
in original oratory, Daniel Cohen.
first, Alison Ward. second, in prose
interpretation.
Those reaching the final round
include Alexis Royalty. Peter Johnson, Rob Carpenter. Eric Niffinegger, Ginger Crouch. Melissa Muscio. Thomas Cares and Alison
Ward.
The team continues its season
with the Emory Speech Tournament and the Bardstown Invitationa! Tournament this weekend.

The Murray High School Speech
Team participated in the Russellville Speech Tournament on Jan. 26.
The Learn placed first in sweepstakes awards with 245 points. Calloway County placed second with
232 points, and Warren East finished third with 151 points.
Those placing individually for
the Murray team include Michael
Robinson. third in solo acting, John
Dailey and Andy Vaughan, second.
and Eric Niffinegger and Melissa
Muscio. third in duo interpretation.
Kelsey Christopher. first in Lincoln
Douglass debate, Andy Vaughan.
first, and Daniel Cohen. third, in

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard (D-KY) received good news three times last
week. In two in.stances. Hubbard was
re-elected by his colleagues to positions of leadership in the 102nd
Congress.
On Thursday, Hubbard was reelected by his colleagues on the
House Corrunittee on Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs to a fourth
term as chairman of the General
Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee. Hubbard, a member of the
House Banking Committee for the
past 16 years. was first elected chairman of the General Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee in 1985.
As chairman of the subcommittee,
Hubbard will direct the subcommittee's activities which will include
conducting hearings and drafting legislation that will focus on various
issues related to banking, housing and
urban development.
Hubbard will also remain the ranking majority member of the Banking
Committee's powerful Financial Institutions Subcommittee. As the number
two Democrat in seniority, Hubbard
will play a critical role in providing

leadership to this important subcommittee. The Financial Institutions
Subcommittee is one of the Banking
Committee's largest and most active
subcommittees.
Last Wednesday. Hubbard was reelected to serve as a Regional Whip in
the House leadership organization. In
the election, which was held in the
U.S. Capitol, Hubbard was selected
by the Members of Congress for the
region which includes Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware and
Maryland. Hubbard was nominated
by House Democratic Caucus Chairman Steny Hoyer of Maryland. and
his nomination was seconded by
William (Bill) Natcher of Kentucky.
In his role a Regional Whip, Hubbard
will be responsible for assisting the
House leadership in gauging support
for particular pieces of legislation. as
well as identifying members interest
in various issues.
Hubbard said today he was pleased
to be re-elected to these positions...
al'h pleased to have the support of my
House colleagues. I plan to usc my
leadership roles in the 102nd Congress to benefit the nation, Kentucky
and my western Kentucky constituents," said Hubbard.
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Bob Bradley displays an "I Support Operation Desert Storm" sweatshirt. The shirts, presented as part of joint effort between WBLN
Radio, Outback Graphics and Bradley Book Co., are being sold at or
near cost at Bradley between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Businesses joining hands
to offer 'Desert Storm' shirts
By MARK COOPER

WINTER WHITE SALE
FRI.
1ST

THURS.
31ST

WED.
30TH
Entire Sto( k

'Solid Color Visa Cloth
•l land Crochetted
•Battenburg Lace

10% Off

10%

Huge Selcl. thins

Only

Comforter
Sets

'49%

Bargain Racks
*3 Piece Bath Sets
•Kitchen Curtains.

Ea.

Select Group

2ND

Tablecloths

Curtains and
Bedspreads

Daybed
Sets

SAT.

10% Off
Entire Stock

•Wallpaper

Only $496 Ea.

50% Off
50% Off

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET
204 Brewer
Downtown Paris, TN
1-800-748-9342

Layaway & Gift
Certificates
Available

PEOPLES GOLD TRAVELS

Soar I ike An Eagle Retreat
Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee
Tuesday,February 12
Sign up now for a close-up look at the majestic and
powerful symbol of our nation.
Stopping at the park's Visitor Center, we'll look over exhibits of
the geological and human history of the lake, and even experience an
earthquake simulator. The bald eagle tour is conducted by a park
naturalist._It combines a slide presentation that provides an excellent
overview of the lake, it's flora, fauna and environs with a short bus
tour into the park for that too-rare treat of seeing the bald eagle.

Murray Lodger I& Times Staff Writer

Committee wants
state to relax grip
on local landfills
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
Senate committee handling Gov,
Waile Wilkinson's solid -waste
bill w anf... to force the state to relax
its grip on landfills.
.The bill, as rewritten by the
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Committee early today, would shift
some power to local governments.
Applications for landfill permits
would have to originate with them,
not the Natural Resources Cabinet.
The committee also deleted a
section of the bill that would have
.e.ciuiredi
local contracts for garbage
disposal, and fees for disposal of
imported waste, to be approved by
the cabinet.
The changes were demanded by
various interest groups with stakes
in the legislation -- environmentalists, waste-disposal companies and
county governments, among others.
Thy spent days bargaining behind
the scenes in unusual alliances.
Wilkinson called the General'
Assc•mbly into special session and
posed b.s. bill to cope with garnage and a possible landfill capacity crisis. But critics of the bill said
it gave the '
,atural Resources
Cabinet an exl:aordinary amount of
o-yer solid-waste disposal

.....111111ok
Quick Print employees are busy making "I Support Desert Storm"
buttons to show support for the L.S. and L.S. troops in the Nliddle
Fast. From left are: Sheila Litchfield, Teresa Bayless and thrissy
Fairchild.

Printing shop showing support
for war with buttons, stickers
By MARIANNA

ALEXANDER
Murray L•dger & Times Stall Writer

Jan. IS, Hal Winchester, owner
of Quick Print in Murray, thought
of an idea that would help show
support for those like his 29 yearold daughter, Maryann, who had
been deployed to the Middle East.
It did not take long for his idea to
become a reality. The following
Monday, he and his employees
began ordering supplies to make
the 1 support Desert Storm" buttons, and by Wednesday production
of the buttons began.
By Jan. 21, the buttons were

fLEX if
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No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up
1413 Olive Blvd, Murray

759-4955

6 am -10 pm

in
lwaurant 12th

Daily
&

Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...,

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 PM.
Member FDIC

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available
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ly. by July I. 1992 -- a time when
the legislature would be out of ses,;on and, therefore. powerless.
A committee amendment, if
enacted, would significantly alter
the schedule and give the legislature some oversight of the cabinet's
work.
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Conversely.
.abinet was sir .h) s:ripped of control over local
.arbage contracts and fees.
'I he cornmJtee" also made a
-. 0ve to give the General Assembly
., n,trol of state planning for solid...aste reduction and management.
The original hill required the
cah:net to draw up and annually
apdate a master plan for reducing
and managing garbage. Annual stareports were to be sent to the
;,,yernor and the General Assemb-

s25 A Month
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,-::.:nittee decided to give
local solid-waste authorities first
craLk. though not a veto, at landfill
permit app1ications. The cabinet
override local objections, hut
(V,:!(i have to dela!' its rea

This day trip includes:
•Lunch at the legendary Boyette's Restaurant
for their "all-you-can-air family style lunch.
II A visit on the way home to Flippen's Hillbilly Barn,
home of the world's best fried pies.
All taxes and tips.
•Deluxe motorcoach transportation.
II $48 per person
Call Dons Rowland or lohnWilliams at 753-3231 to make your reservahon
Well leave at 8.30 and be home by 4:30 Very little walking is required

R6idents eager to show support
for the Desert Storm operations no
longer have to worry about pinning
yellow ribbons to their clothes:
now the clothes themselves can
support the war.
Bradley Book Company, in conjunction with WBLN Radio and
Outback Graphics, is offering "I
Support Operation Desert Storm- tshirts and sweat-shirts for at-cost
prices, according to bookstore
owner Bob Bradley.
-I he shirts, however, aren't stay
mg around long.
- We can't print them fast
enough.- according to Bradley.
who said 500 went out in one day.
-F.Yery day that they've been, in
they 'Ye just disappeared.-

1 tie idea for the shirts came
from VaiLN Radio officials who
"just wanted some way for people
to show support." Bradley said.
Outback Graphics, which Bradley assists, prints the shirts which
are then distributed by Bradley
Book (To.
1 he shirts range in slics hut
come in one color, white, with
Hack and red drtwork depictm,t:
aircraft over the desert. *I he t
\nuts sell for 57 and the sweais
S1.1, which :s at or near cost, Brad
ley said.
People out of town can rece:Ye
.hirts 'or the same price
shipping costs, Bradley said.
11 shirts run out, resident, a7.:
incouraged to pay in advance a—
piLk shirts up the next day. Brad le‘.
said. Hours are from I() am. ii .
6
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available to the public. "We need
to get behind the troops and support them, even if we disagree with
the politicians," Winchester said.
With the help 4f everyone ih the
shop, the business has put out 956
buttons, as of Tuesday, with buttons now being distributed in both
Mayfield and Paducah.
Wrinchester said he gives the buttons to those local people with
immediate family in the Middle
East, and sells the buttons to others
in the community for $1.50, with
50 cents of every button going tow-.
ard the funding of local support
groups for those with loved ones in
the Gulf.
"This is not a profit making project. I don't think that we should
take a national crisis by using it to
our advantage, and trying to make
money off of it. I would like to try
to cover my expenses for materials
and labor, but by having a daughter
over there, I wanted to show my
support in some way," Winchester
said.
His daughter. Maryann, has been
in the reserves 12 years and is
serving as a biological medical
technician in a hospital keeping the
equiptment in working order.
"I want to show support for the
troops as well as the country,"
Winchester said.
Sheila Litchfield, receptionist at
Quick Print, said they will continue
to produce the buttons indefinitely.
and Friday bumper stickers will be
available to the public.
"The main supply of the buttons
is at Quick Print, and at Saturday's
Patriot Rally, there will be a trailer
set up downtown, to distribute the
buttons and stickers," Winchester
said. "1 am just glad I can help."
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Distraught Mom Wants to Bar
Daughter's Jailhouse Romance
DEAR ABBY: What would you
advise me to do about my daughter,
who is 47 years old, twice-married,
twice-divorced and has two lovely
children, ages 24 and 27?
My daughter got religion and
worked in her church.She organized
programs and became the minister's
assistant. No problem there, but one
of the programs consisted of a group
visiting a nearby prison to talk to the
inmates and help make their lives
better.
She became infatuated my word
her word is love) with a man who
has been in for five years and has
five years to goon a burglary charge.
lie's been in and out four times. used
cocaine, fathered four children before he was sent up — no marriages.
He is 12 years younger than she is
She has a very good job
They plan to marry in a month or
so, while he is in prison. I have asked
her to wait, but she says no. I have
asked her to see a counselor, but she
will not change her mind. Her daughter is not happy about it but doesn't
want to openly oppose her. My husband feels as I do. Wl• are changing
our will because of it.
She has told this man of all our
asset:;, which are considerable, and
she was sole heir. We have told her
now that she is not in our will and
told her to tell him so She says it
suits her We are still on speaking
terms arid our plans are to back off,
so I guess there's nothing left to do.
I'd appreciate your respiinse, but
please do not use my name
FL(IRMA MOTHER
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to"Yes or No," who didn't know ifshe
should tell her girlfriend that her
boyfriend asked "Yes'or No" out.
You said she shouldn't tell. I disagree. Years ago, I fell in love with a
man I'll call Wayne.Several months
into our relationship, my girlfriend
sat me down and gently broke the
news to me that Wayne had asked
her out. A week later,! broke up with
Wayne. Two months later, Wayne
married a woman whom no one even
knew he had been dating. A year
later, my girlfriend and I ran into
Wayne at a local amusement park
with another woman with whom he
appeared to be enamored. Abby, he
was cheating on his pregnant wife!
I was naive, and my girlfriend's
information was a real eye-opener. I
am now married to a wonderful man
and can never thank my girlfriend
enough for telling me. It was a kindness.
Yes, it's true that rats eventually
trap themselves, hut usually at the
expense of others.
WELL-INFORMED
* * *

Stumbo: the latest
drunk driving bill
more to his liking

Showing support

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
man who was primarily responsible
for killing a DUI bill in the 1990
General Assembly says the latest
version making the rounds is a bit
more to his liking.
Rep. Greg Stumbo, D Prestonsburg, held up a vote on the
drunken-driving bill in the 1990
session in his role as majority floor
leader.
But Stumbo said Tuesday a bill
approved by the House Judiciary
Committee Tuesday is not the same
measure as a year ago.
House Bill II includes a provision that makes a 0.10 percent
blood alcohol content automatic
grounds for loss of license, called
administrative per sc. It is also
made illegal to drive with a blood
alcohol content of 0.10 percent,
called illegal per se. Those test
results are .now considered evidence of impaired driving.
''The bill that came out of committee, I think, is probably a much
better bill than we saw in 1990,"
Stumbo said.
The bill also includes a provision
for a special limited license for
people whose driving privileges
have been suspended. That socalled hardship license removed
many of Stumbo's objections.
The 12-3 vote in the committee
was deceptively easy. Members
had earlier defeated a proposal that
excluded administrative and illegal
per se by a vote of 9-6.
The whole topic may be presented to House Democrats in a
secret caucus before it goes to a
vote on the floor, Stumbo said.

DEAR ABBY. The letter signed
"Seattle" hit a nerve with me. It's
true, widowed women are treated
with more respect and compassion
than divorced women. I happen to be
a widow, but I do not readily tell
people because some men assume
that a widow has inherited money or
is sexually starved.
Most people think I'm divorced,
and I prefer that designation. After
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- A
DEAR MOTHER:Your daugh- four years with an assumed identity,
judge ordered an arrest warrant
ter is 26 years past 21 and is sign me
ENJOYING LIFE IN TEXAS issued for Democratic gubernatorlegally entitled to make this
decision for herself.
ial candidate Gatewood Galbraith
If it will give you and your
for failing to appear in court.
4$.
husband peace of mind, talk to
Galbraith was scheduled to
your attorney about placing your
appear Tuesday on three separate
estate in trust for your grandcharges that he failed to pay occuchildren when the time comes.
What teen-agers need to know about
And should this young man turn sex, drugs, AIDS, and getting along with pational taxes to the Urban County
out to he a loving, responsible their peers and parents is now in Abby's Government for three quarters in
spouse, you can always revise updated,expanded booklet,"What Every 1989.
Teen Should Know,"To order,send a long,
the documents at a later date.
The charges have been pending
husiness-nize, self-addressed envelope,
order for 11:I.95 411430 since May 25, and Galbraith has
money
or
check
plus
* * *
in Canada to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet, been granted 12 continuances since
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. *11054.
'pleading innocent June 19.
DEAR ABBY This is in response (Postage is included.)
Fayette District Judge Kevin
Horne said Galbraith was not being
singled out.
"It's routine practice when a
person does not appear in court to
issue a warrant for his arrest,"
Horne said. "That's routine."
Galbraith, a Lexington lawyer, is
running for the Democratic nomination on a platform calling for the
legalization of marijuana in
Kentucky.
Galbraith could not be reached
for comment.
Do something special for that someone special in your
life.. Place a Love Note on the radio. WSJP or WBLN
will play your special message Thursday, February 14,
1991
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State Auditor Bob Bahbage met with local dignitaries Tuesday to solicit local support during his run for
secretary of state. Bremer Ehrler, the current secretary of state, has endorsed Bahbage and will sere as
Babbage's state campaign chairman.
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CALLING ALL LOVERS!!

U.S. Navy medic
wins purple heart

pport
kers

Whether you want to send a message full of poetry or
humor or heart and soul, you can say it to your hearts
content with a Radio Love Note
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IN EASTERN SAUDIA ARABIA (AP) — A U.S. Navy medic who
won the first Purple Heart in the
war with Iraq says he lay in pain
on the desert floor for about three
hours before a medical helicopter
took him to a hospital.
Clerence Conner, recovering
from a shrapnel wound in the right
shoulder. said the military's system
of medical evacuations needs
improvement.
"They don't really have the
Medevac system worked out," said
the 21-year-old medical corpsman
from Hemet, Calif. "They don't
have a lot of the bugs worked out.
... It felt good to get the helicopter
in there."

Just mail the coupon below or drop it by the WSJPWBLN studios Call 502-753-2400 for more information.
PLUS: WSJP-WBLN will send an attractive Radio Heart
to let your Valentine know that a personal Love Note will
be broadcast. To preserve the mystery of romance, we
wont say who it's from... we'll leave that up to you.
Print your message:
(30 words maximum)
CUT HERE
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" Winchester

($10.00)

WBLN

($15.00)

Cash, check or money order accepted.

All Love Notes must be received by
Monday, February 11, 1991.
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Bryan is serving up a hot
offer to help you soup
up your lunch!
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Martha Wilkinson shows income from two sources in 1990
SY MARK R. cmau.oRiN
ASSOCIATED PRE SS WRITER

4

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Martha
Wilkinson, who claims equal
partnership with her husband
Gov Wallace Wilkinson in all
business ventures, had income
primarily from only two sources
in 1990.
Wilkinson, who released her
1990 state and federal income tax
returns as she filed for the Democratic gubernatonal nomination,
reported receiving $300,000 in dividends from Wallace's Bookstore
Inc., the college textbook company her husband founded
She also reported $88,530 in
dividends from Glasgow Bancshares, a holding company that
owns New Farmers National
Bank of Glasgow and Bowling
Green Bank and Trust
Her prunary interest income
was $5,608 from a certificate of
deposit at an urudentified Glasgow bank She also received
directors* fees of $1,250 from New
Farmers and Bowling Green
Bank & Trust
"Martha has spent her entire
adult life in business and commuruty service,- said a campaign
statement. -She is an equal partner in all Wilkinson ventures, but
of her many duties, the one she
enjoys most is her role as business manager of Wilkinson
Farms"
The statement said Wilkinson
has overseen the daily operation
of the farms, located primarily in
Mercer County. since 1977, and
to this day. not a single bell is
paia without her approval."
According to one of the schedules filed with her income taxes.
she claimed a 837.986 loss from
farming operations in 1990
On her adjusted gross income
of $357.706. Wilkinson paid $95.607
in federal income tax and C1,409
in state income taxes.
Wilkinson said she filed a separate income tax return from her
husband for 1990 because she
wanted to release details of her
finances to accompany her campaign for governor
Wallace Wilkinson has refused
to release financial details.
But in a 1987 attorney general's
opinion obtained by Wilkinson
before he took office, several
other business ventures were
listed than Wilkinson claimed
income from.
According to the opinion, Wilkinson also had coal holdings,
owned several warehouses, a
downtown Lexington apartment
building and at least two office

might be included in the corporate umbrella of Wallace's Bookstore Inc Campaign aides were
traveling with Wilkinson Monday

buildings in Lexington
Campaign officials could not be
reached for comment on whether
the Willunsons' other holdings

-

Prices Good
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owens Best Sliced

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Seaboard Farms
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Chuck Roast Whole Fryers
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Extro
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Roast
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Meat
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07
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Sweet Sue

Chicken Broth
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RC, Diet Rite
2/89' Chips or Sticks
$299
Ketchup
Beef Stew
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Library volunteers
discuss plans
for 'Heritage Day'

Auto Rental

that was not identified further.
For the farm operations. Wilkinson reported income of $34,556
and total expenses of $72,542

other extraordinary exemptions,
deductions or credits. She
reported state and property taxes
paid, and a $2,875 gift to charity

and did not return telephone
calls
Except for the farm-related
losses, Wilkinson claimed no
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Vocational Center to offer classes

Leadership

at.
p.m

ers
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray (left), talked with the new State Education Commissioner Dr. Thomas Boysen
(center) after Boysen addressed a joint session of the Kentucky General As.sembly earlier this week. Boysen
presented his first annual report to the legislature on the progress of education reform in Kentucky. Pictured on
the right is Rep. Clay Crupper, D-Dry Ridge.
(Legislatke Research Commission photo).

99
Lb

1

?9
Lb
Free

Classes in Beginning Quilting,
Auto Body Spot Repair, and Small
Engine Repair will be offered at the
Murray Area Vocational Center beginning on Tuesday. Feb. 12. Each
class will meet from 6-9 p.m.
The Quilting class will meet for a
total of 15 hours on Tuesdays beginning Feb. 12 through March 12.
Students will be charged a $25 enrollment fee and must provide their own
basic supplies. Each student will also
need to bring their portable sewing
machine. For more information about
the supplies needed for this program,
call Ms. Lou Ann Philpot at 7536843.
The Auto Body Spot Repair class
will meet from 6-9 p.m. on Tuesdays
beginning on Feb. 12 through March
19. Enrollment for this class will be
$50. The fee will include some basic
supplies and students will be responsible for other supplies depending on
individual needs. A maximum of 10
students will be enrolled in the class.

Small Engine Repair will be offered on Tuesday nights beginning
Feb. 12-March 19. This class will
offer basic instruction in care and
repair of lawn mowers and other small
engines. Students will be allowed to
bring their mowers or small engines in
to repair during this course. The fee
for this class will be $35. Students

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

CFS holds parent-teacher meetings: honor roll, attendance awards cited
Donnie Peal, principal ol the (Thrislian Felioviship School in firdras
burg, and Bro. David Parish, administrator, recently conducted three rei:
ional Parent-Teacher FelloAship meetings. '1 he meetings ACTC !ICH it:
Murray, Paducah and at the school in Marshall County
The meetings focused on plans for next year's school year ini.:::dwg
program and staffing additions and a new student recruitment pro,,rarn
Peal said the discussions Acre ‘,.er) fruitful and much helpful input xkas
received from the parents. Adddionai regional meeting, are planned in the
spring, he noted.
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IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
It you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION, call

git
Tim Herndon

with parts needs will be required to
furnish their own parts. A maximum
of 12 people will be enrolled in this
course.
To find out more information or to
enroll in any of the classes call the
Murray Vocational Center at 7531870 between the hours of 7:30 to
3:30 p.m.
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ANOTHER MARKDOWN
During Our Annual

LIQUIDATION SALE!
Starts Tomorrow at 9 a.m.
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Timeout backfires, Calloway falls to Marshals
By DAVIQ RAMEY
Murray Lodger I Timms Root Sports Editor

Rob Dennis scores off Marshall Count's Matt Colson in
first half action of ‘1arshall's 71-60 if ictory Tuesdas night, Dennis
'red
10 points for the Lakers in the Fourth District loss.

A fourth-quarter timeout backfired on the Calloway
County Lakers, and offensive breakdowns turned a
nailbiter into a easy Marshall County win Tuesday
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lakers were outscored 20-7 in the final 4.26
and fell 71-60 in their final Fourth District action of
the regular season, ending the year 2-4 in district play.
Marshall is 2-3 in district action
Holding a 53-51 lead, Calloway coach Russ Wall
called a timeout with 4:26 left in the game to outline a
set play for 6-7 center David Hart. who had tossed in
17 points.
Instead of finding Hart, Calloway discovered a tenacious Marshall defense. One poor shot and a turnover
later, Marshall had back-to-back scores and had taken
a 55-53 lead.
Wall called another timeout, but Marshall came out
and scored the next five points to take an eight-point
lead. and finished the contest by going 9-for-I2 at the
free throw line to seal the win.
"We didn't play that bad of basketball," Wall said.
"I felt we executed well, and played hard, but I feel
the turning point of the game was when we called a
timeout to set up a set play. trying to get David Hart
the ball on the block, and two straight times down the
floor, we didn't get into our offense. From that point
on, it seemed like everything we did went wrong and
esersthing they did went right."
• •
The game was a see-saw contest from the outset.
Marshall led by as much as five in the first half, hut
the Lakers picked up a score from Rob Dennis to
close the half trailing 34-31.
Calloway opened the third quarter w ilh a Hart score
off 3 pass from Jarnar McNary and a 3-point shot from
Travis Turner to take a 36-34 lead and force a Marshall timeout. •
John Leeper hit four free throws for the Marshall to
put MCHS back up. and the two teams battled until
Turner sank another "3", putting the Lakers up 47-44.
Calloway took a 49-46 edge into the fourth quarter.
Bobby Langhi hit a free throw for Marshall.. and
after missing the second shot. Jimmy Fraley scooped
up the reobund and scored to tie the game at 49. Turner scored for the Lakers. but Langhi answered, before
McNary double-clutched a bucket home for a 53-51
lead.
After both teams made two trips down the floor
war) no result.s. Wall called the timeout to set up the
play for Hart. The Lakers were forced out of their
offense. misfired. and Dusty Pagel. scored On a layup
!or Marshall. Matt Colson then picked NIcNary's
-,)ockct and scored, putting Marshall on top at 55- 3.
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From that steal, Kentucky worked the hall to Jeff Brassow, whose
3-rointer - the 10th of the game
.'!or the W'ildcats -- sealed things
1 03 to play.
-1 think our press helped us stea: a
ory tonight.- Kentucky
,.0.4;:h Rick Kuno said. "Also, we
crc anle to hit the big shots down
the stretch and make our free
throw', in the final five minutes.''
In other games involving ranked
:cams Tuesday night, it was: No.
:5 \ irginia 104, North Carolina
Stale 72. No. 24 Kansas 78, Kansas
S:a:c 69. and Providence 65, No,
25 Se:()r, Hail 62
•
outscored

Morris elects for free agency
ar..-;trat,on.
ost one

S:,000 raise.
Berenguet. 36. was 8-5 with a
3 4! ERA and no saves in 51 relief
app•..arances last season with the
T'sk
iieng...er's a talented. hardher who could fit into
•:.?-f in a number of ways."
n:a general manager John
said. "lie brings oilierand d.:rability to an essential.
group of pitchers."
fierenguer actually took a slight
pa:, cut for 1991 and got an extra
aran!1-:,.:-:. year on his contract.
••• -year, S1.9 million
we Twins. Berenguer
.;.c. made S1.05 million in
A,:,anta will pay him
's season and S1.2
to make $1.45 million
Isle final season of a threeyear. S4.1 million contract with
California.
LaPoint will earn S900,0(X) in
1991. even if the Yankees release
him.
LaCoss was is to be paid S1.3
million this season by San Francisco. which has an option for 1992 at
SI.3 million with a S100,000
Ifs,

4
.7)

se...;!crner.t ot
r•ase

Jerry
.so or. .Tuesday. ;)tcher
Don Gicitton and Detroit agreed to
a one-year contract for 5510,0(X), a
raise of $334,000. and catcher
Charlie O'Brien and the New York
• .
,
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YOU MAKE AN OFFER SALE
Sales Manager has Gone Nuts!
The unit- you want (new or used)
Motorcycles, ATV's or Scooters
-1,ny

Reavinahle Offer We will take it to the sale• manager for his consideratron

/It RRY'. This offer can't last long. Come by or call today.
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

HONDA - SUZUKI
5112-442-1655

Downtown Paducah, KY.

502-442-1726

Manna)) County (71) — Fraley 17, Colson 16, Leeper 14, Langn, 12
Pagel 6, Nelson 4, Wattkins 2 IG 24, FT 19/27
Ca(ovray County (60) — Hari 17) Turner 16, 14cNary 10. Germs
Geur)r. 3, Payne 2. Garrosvay 2, Newton FG 25 FT 543
Peccms
Mami-ai! 8 IC. 2-3, Caloway ,2 1 0. 24

the 'I igers 11-3 over the f'nal two
minutes, making eight straight free
throws when Auburn. (10-8, 3-6)
was forced to foul.
Deron Feldhaus, who had four
3-pointers, led the Wildcats ,with
17 points. Kentucky. was 10-for-26
from 3-point range, while Auburn.
which lost its fifth straight Southeastern Conference home" game.
was I -for-9 trom long range.
-They're a very streaky team,''
Eagles said of the Wildcats.'"You
get so concerned about them shooting the 3 that they come at you in
the lane.''
Wesley I',.rson led Auburn with
'2

JOHN PELPHREY

Associated Press Willow

NEWARK, N.J. — The New York Giants have come marching
home with the Super Bowl trophy again. And for the second time, they
won't be attending a victory party in New York.
This year. though, it's by choice.
()n Tuesday, the Giants declined invitations to celebrate their Super
Bowl victory with. the mayor of New' York City and the governor of
New Jersey, saying it wouldn't be right with the war going on in the
Persian Gulf.
Both New York City Mayor David Dinkins and New Jersey Gov.
Jim Florio had invited the Giants to celetirate Sunday's 20-19 victory
over the Buffalo Bills with fans on either side of the Hudson River.
"We're turning down all deals," Giants spokesman Ed Croke said.
"It would be inappropriate to show celebration."
• That wasn't how it went after the Giants won the Super Bowl in
1987. Ed Koch, New York's mayor at the time, initially refused to
hold a victory celebration for the players, saying the Giants were a
"foreign team" because they-4d moved to East Rutherford, N.J.
By the time Koch changed his mind, a celebration was scheduled for
Giants Stadium.
But this year, Dinkins set the ball rolling immediately. Workers
were setting up stands for the victory ceremony' outside City Hall when
the rejection came in, said a mayor's spokesman. John Beckman. Dinkins was to present the keys to the city to coach Bill Parcells and coowners Wellington and Tim Mara on Wednesday.
But Dinkins said he understood the last-minute change in plans.
"I understand and respect this gesture and share their desire to support the young men and women fighting in the Persian Gulf," he said.
In the Giants' adopted state, the response was the same.

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
211

11

By SHEILA McNULTY

SPORTS ON RADIO

IINBS•1340
Wednesday, Jan. 30

*Automobile
*Homeowners or
*Business Insurance

Virginia Tech at
Louisville
6:30 p.m. (TV 46)
Lindy T. Smiler

'You Can Hear the thltereace

S. 12th St.

rr,

•

David
RAMEY
Assistant Sports Editor
Tuesday's Fourth District
matchup between the Calloway
County Lakers and the Marshall
County Marshals was a typical
regular season district contest.
Both teams played well (until
the Lakers fizzled in the fourth
quarter), both teams have about
the same amount of talent, and
both teams have enough
strengths and, weaknesses to
make it interesting to watch the
coaches try to outwit each
other.
And the two other clubs in
the district, Mayfield and Murray, are about the same way.
Mayfield appears to have the
upper hand in district play, with
a 4-1 record. Murray is 2-2,
and could force a tie with the
Cardinals if they knock off both
Mayfield and Marshall County',
who is 2-3.
The Lakers closed their
Fourth District season at 2-4,
and will either tie Marshall for
third, or finish fourth, probably'
the closest and best last-place
team in the state.
Calloway started out by winning their first two district contests, taking the early lead. But
they lost to Mayfield. and in a
matter of ten days, the
Cardinals knocked off the Tigers
and beat the Lakers again, and
after downing Marshall Friday
night, clinched at least a tie for
the district title.
But, as more than one coach
of this district has said, it probably doesn't mean all that much
who wins the district title regular season title. Or as a
statesman once described the
vice presidency, "It isn't worth
a bucket of warm spit."
Examples:
. 'Murray's Cary Miller. after
losing to . Mayfield: "People talk
about being seeded first or
fourth, but it's not going to
inake a difference. There's
going to be a second season,
and then it's going to count."
*Marshall's.. Jeff Jackson, after
last night's win: "I don't think
it matters who you play. Whoever's playing well right then is
going to win. They're all four
very, very close."

Giants call off Super Bowl
victory celebration by choice

Call me about...

753-3415

15 31 46 71
12 31 49 60

MARSHALL
CALLOWAY

past Auburn, 89-81

Pelphrey's heroics lift Kentuc
Tne Associated Press

and Wall called the other timeout.
Colson buried a jumper from 16 feet and, two more
Laker turnovers later, Langhi scored from inside. Colson and Langhi hit two free throws each to put Marshall up 62-53 before Dennis followed in a miss to
end the Laker drought with 1:20 remaining.
From there on, the Lakers were forced into throwing up 3-pointers and sending the Marshals to the free
throw line. neither of which proved fruitful.
"We were in control of the game." Wall said. "We
let it snowball on us instead of sucking it up and overcoming some adversity, and that bothers me."
Wall credited the Marshall County defense down
the stretch, but was bothered that the Lakers didn't
execute well enough to overcome it.
"When it comes to the point in time when the
basketball game is on the line, the defensive pressure
picks up," Wall said. "That's when you've got to set
good picks and take care of the basketball and execute
what you need to do.
"We never really gave ourselves the opportunity to
run the plays," he added. "When they picked up the
pressure, instead of keeping our heads, setting good
picks and getting into our offense, we basically started
freelancing and they came up with the big plays::
Hart's 17 led the Lakers, while Turner pitched in
16. Dennis and McNary each added 10.
"I thought both teams played hard, it's a great rivalry and it was a tough district game," Marshall coach
Jeff Jackson said. "We just got after it. Defense is
something we feel is very important. It wins games.
They were up and called timeout and we went out and
made a couple of big defensive play's, and that was the
key to the ballgame."
Marshall was led by 17 from Jimmy Fraley, 16 from
Colson. 14 from Leeper and 12 by Langhi.
After winning their first two district games. the
Lakers finished the year by dropping the final four. "I:
just goes to show you how tough this district is," Wall
said. -It's basically' anyone's ballgame. It's going to
he who's hot three weeks from now, We're competitive in this district and we feel we're competitive in
this region. But first things are first, and we're going
to have to get out of this district."
NEXT: Calloway return to action Tuesday' when
they host the Greyhounds of Rcidland.
JV: Marshall won the junior varsity. contest, 48-36.
Jay Newton led the Lakers with eight points, while
Craig Carroway tossed in six and James Barrett added
live
• • • •

Inside
Scoop

•Calloway's Russ Wall, after
losing last night: "I told the
kids after the game that I
didn't like to lose to anybody,
especially a district game, but
as far as the district standings
go. I don't think they are going
to mean a lot when you throw
it up in the district tournament."
*And the bottom line from
Mayfield coach Scott Schlosser,
after they beat Murray earlier
this month: "If you win the
(regular-season) district title, so
what?"
Murray and Mayfield have the
All-A Classic this week, and
the pressures of that will prepare both for the rigors of the
district tournament.
The Lakers aren't ducking
anyone on their schedule, so
they'll know where they stand
going into the tournament.
They'll be a tested team.
Calloway closes out the year
against two of the top teams in
the First Region (Paducah Tilghman and Graves County), and
two of the top teams in the
second (Christian County and
Lyon County).
Calloway also has the advantage of hosting the district tournament, set for Feb. 25 through
March 1 at Jeffrey Gym.
The site, just like the seeding, may not matter. Whoever
qui •kest,
puts it together thef
and goes into the to . ent
boL. will...btAbe_ favor). 2`...= .1).01
that may not matter either.
In the ambiguity of the
Fourth District, only one thing
is certain. Fans can expect some
great basketball during those
five nights at Calloway County
High School.
"Any one of these four can
win this district, and any one
of the four coaches will tell
you that," Wall said. "For the
fans, it's going to be a great
district tournament. It's going to
be awfully tough on the
coaches."
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Pro hockey

First Region scores
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Over 100 area children participated in the Murray Optimist Club's Tri-Star basket .
ball competition, held Jan 12 at Calloway County Middle School Winners in the,
three event (passing, dribbhng and shooting) competition included (8 year olds)
Brooke Lencki and Patrick Greer, (9-yearolds) Kalista Cunningham and Neil Key.
(10 year olds) Becky Greene and Chris Bauter. (11 year olds) Patricia Greer and
Josh Morton, (12 year olds) Stephanie Holland and Brad Duncan, (13 year olds)
Lena Sewell and Royce Newton Awards were presented for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
place, second place winners included Raegan Morton, Justin Holland, Courtney
Potter, Jeremy Workman, Jessica Notsworthy, Adam Ragsdale, Jayme Gibson,
Craig King, Kylie Johnson, Russell Lencki, Jackie Geunn and Brent Anderson
third place finishers included Rebecca Pennington, Erick Duncan, Stephanie Hes
ter, Wesley Wisehart, Kristen Farmer, Payton Patterson, Stephanie Walters, Jason
Kelso, Cammie Blaylock, Jamie Stockdale, Tasha Shoemaker and Ryan Key
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Pro basketball
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major league management
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Ballard

1990 baseball payrolls

Calloway County Middle School's seventh
grade Lady Lakers closed the home portion of
their season Tuesday with a 30 26 win over
Mayfield Middle School, with Stephanie Holland
scoring 11 points, Jackie Geunn 10 and Shannon Williams 9 Defensive honors and praise
for tearn play went to Cassy Maness. Julie yop
Tasha Shoemaker, Lena Sewell, Cammy flay
lock. Kelly Williams. Cassandra Houk, April
West and Chastity Roberts The 7th grade Lady
akers' record is 65 vet,
' one game looh

Kentucky's Top Ten

41 ,

St.Mary

Seventh grade

tel., S l,orres

$23.6

$22 /
$22.5 \••
$2? 3

Hickman

$12.8
1.12 6
$11 1
$8

901 Coldwater Road
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e boys I
Rego" A A C ass u
ent beg ,s Wednesday n
at M,iyl ed if
"khool with Bat ard Memo, a, facing St Mary
Fickman County meet ng Cartis'e C.o.onty a'a
Fulton County paying Hewn in a trip eneader
Murray High the No 2 seed pays FJIton C 'y
at E 30 Thursday night with No 1 seed May
Iced play.ng the winner o' the Ba Lard St Mary
game at 8 P rn Thursday Sem f na s are Fr day
n grit with the champ ohship game S.11.,rda1
in gra
•ickets for Murray s "s1 roan(' game are •
rn led supp y reports MHS atr c director
David Carr The only advance tickets beirg so<
are for cra r seats at a cos' of $4 each T coe's
are available who they fast a* the FAH', c'' co•
• • • •
Os
,c; eighth grade lou•,aments w ci'ayia3 at Sou,
rob
'Marshal J...n or H gr
F itt,
• 15 f
fnclude Mayfield South Marsha lg al,
Benton South Marsha boys ;/
th
Calloway Murray girls 18 30t
Marshall Mayfield boys playing on 1..,(iticla
Feb 12 at 510 tottowed -by Me Non,Ma•s•
girls taking On the Mayfield South w -ors a. 7
and :he Benton girls meet ng the Ca ceay
Murray winners at 830 On Thursday F eo,
.7;
the Murray boys orki meet the Ber'or(
• r
winners at 6 pm, followed by Cal cw
meeting tre North Marsha May'. 30
•Cna -oCry

vorio performed the operat.on said it is unfikeiy
the Detroit Pistons guard will play again this
season Thomas underwent a 45-minute opera ton at Hartford Hospital and then headed back
to Detroit His nand will be in a cast until March
19 and he won't be able to play for eight weeks
after the can is removed

Baseball
r
,11
p !cher Jack MOrris
elfrci.4.1 tO become a f,ee agent, and reliever
Juan Fie•erg..e, ieft the Minnesota twins and
s
're Varna Waves tor $2 I m [lion
oioe• '*0 years The Twins, however, got a
c.,1,3ye• t.,1,_•4 wren they signed outfielder Chili
Da -a for one year at a guaranteed $2
inc .,cf-ng a $500,000 signing bonus Two other
he* cock free agents. San Francisco pitcher
M oe LaCoss and New York Yankees left-a'ider Dave LaPoint, received no new offers
as o '^e rh,dright deadline and remain under
con'ract to the r current teams The five were
urnt.-,ng 1 5 players wanted new-look free agen
cy Dec 7 as pal o' the $280 million cofiuson
ser f.'"f..11 Ire 15 had until the deadl.ne to re
sge v. ;ir
cubs, stay with their teams
order 'he • ex s' rg contracts or become free
agt•rts Morris chose the mord option ana tnus
_...tirtnclored Pot' s roster spot with Detroit and
a•to *ration case The pitcher had
• aso • g for $3 35 rn, Ion, while the r gy,r-s
(- drier ng $93 milkon' over three yea's
g to Def,or' spokesman Dar Ewald
• 1`40 was $2 t rrilHon
'IS sa ary

Running
Football

itide,s of thy Fiu, ,1. •
vr r-ier
mete'
onai on Sacurday Ja,
Slate Ir
Jonesboro Ark Winders, a ic,rme, MiSti
0.11, f/rIFSNICI.I't 8 33 one sencrrt
'I' the
record

OVC honors
NASHVILLE, Tenn — Murray States Greg
Coble arid Austin Peay's LaMonte Ware share
tIris week's Ohio Valley Conference payer or
the week award, the OVC announced Coble, a
senior from Brownsville, Tenn , scored 48
points m two games, including 11 for 14 shoot
ing from 3-point range Coble hit five 3 pointers
dunng a 3 40 span in Murray State's 80-55 vic
tory over Morehead State Ware, a junior trorr
HOpkinsville, Ky . scored 62 points and pulled
down 18 rebounds in three games He shot 61
percent troth the Naos; and 79 percent from the
free throw line against Eastern Kentucky
•Eastern Kentucky's Angie Cox, who scored 67
points in three games, is women's player of the
week. The OVC said Tuesday. She had a
career-high 34 points against Murray State and
hit her 44th 3-pointer this season, breaking Tina
fleece's school record of 42 set in 1987-88
Middle Tennessee State's Jeff Clifton and East
ern Kentucky's Sharma," McIntosh are rookies
of the week. 14ddle Tennessee's Warren Kidd
and Tennessee State's J J Eubanks are men's
newcomers of the week Austin Peay's Stephanie Rogers is women's newcomer of the week

Basketball
NEW YORK — The Portland Trail Blazers, with
out a starter for the All-Star Game despite the
best record in the league, had three players
added to the Western Conference roster by the
conference coaches Clyde 0/40101, Terry Por
ter and Kevin Duckworth were named 'reserves
for the game Feb 10 at Charlotte, N C Also
named to the West roster were Takers forward
James Worthy, Phoenix forward Tom Cham
bers, Utah guard John Stockton and Golden
State guard Tim Hardaway WaShington for
ward Bernard King, third in scoring at 30 points
a game, was added to the East roster, along
with guards Ricky Pierce and Alvin Robertson
of Milwaukee. Atlanta forward Dominique Wilk
ins, Boston frontcourt players Kevin McHale
and Robert Parish, Cleveland center Brad
Daugherty and Detroit guard Joe Dumars
• • • •
AUBURN HILLS, Mich — Isiah Thomas had
bones in his right hand fused and the surgeon

YORK -- Sundays Super Bowl was the
',econd 'owest rated in 17 years and the eighth
west ever according to nat.onal f.gures
iJased by A C Nelsen Co The New York
di—s' 20 '9 victory over the Bu"alo Bills or
4130 got a 41 8 rating which represents the
uer5enlage of teievisions in the country tuned
'0 l'it game A rat ng pont represents 931 000
hcmes The onry iower rated Super Bowl sincr
1974 was San Francisco's 55 '0 victory OVei
L..' on, on CBS last year 13901
• • • •
•,:;AMBH,L)C;f Mass - Pair ck Su.livan res
gent aher eight seasons as general manager
o' tne New England Patriots and one Montt,
ci“P' iney Sr shed their worst season ever Sul
vu' s dui es had diminished since Sam Janko
ch became lhe team's chief executive officer
On Dirt TO and was given complete control of
the organization by owner Victor Kam Sullivan,
H Sullivan Jr , the
38, is the sot- of
team'sgrna, owner when the franchise was
founded in 1960 The elder Suilivan, beset by
family financial problems, sold the team to Kam
in October 1988 ff
• • • •
CLEVELAND — A Cuyahoga County grand jury
returned an indioment against Cleveland
Browns rinebacker Marcus Cotton, charging him
with rape and sexual battery Cotton has been
summoned to appear for arraignment within two
weeks, w1111 no specific arraignment date set
Browns spokesman Kevin Byrne said the team
has no comment A 20 year old woman told
po,ice in the Cleveland suburb of Parma
Heights on Dec 2' that Cotton forced ner to
nave sex wthi h m the previous night The sexual battery coarge alleges the woman was
impaired at the time of the alleged incident
Police have said she may have been under the
inftuence of alcohol The two charges combined
could result in a maximum 25 years in prison
and a $15 000 fine

Track and field
TORONTO - t been Seagrave Quit as Ben
Johnson's coach, saying he was returning 10
Louisiana to be closer to his wife, hurdler Kathy
Freeman-Seagrave Seagrave, an American,
was hired last July to help Johnson train for his
comeback following a two year suspension for
steroid use The comeback began 2V, weeks
ago when Johnson placed second in the 50
meters at the Hamilton Spectator Indoor
Games The following week, Johnson was sec
ond again in a Los Angeles meet On Saturday,
Johnson won a 55-meter race in Ottawa
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MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

•
Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)
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Home Otto! SIIXewciOn EMI

--"

4-

EVERYDAY
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pie Blade
indshield
Wipers ,
r .
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MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
217-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
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A present from the I'Vliddie East

See a specialist about cirrhosis

•••••1111.10

nod), where, in the absence of alcohol,
it could function efficiently for years
Donors for liver transplant are often
difficult to find because their tissues
may not match those of the recipient
Because the management of cirrh
sis and the advice about liver trans
plant are complex issues, you will
need the services of a liver specialist
Ask your doctor for a referral Other
than liver transplant. I am unaware
of any definitive therapy to solve your
problem
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'Medical Specialists " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 25 with their names and addresses to PO Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title

threatening hemorrhage In addition,
the increased pressure causes fluid
buildup in tissues iedemai and within
DEAR DR GOTT After having an
enlarged spleen for 25 years. I was the abdominal cavity iascitesi
The liver is an essential organ and,
told I fiave cirrhosis of the liver I ve
now reached the point where I've re
judging from your description, yours
tattled at least 18 pounds of fluid I m is functioning very poorly A low-salt
on Aldactone and a salt-free diet I diet and Aldactonelspironolactone. a
know there isn't much more my doc- diuretic i are two methods that doctors can give me. but I wonder if I tors use to prevent edema However.
should be seeing a liver specialist
this treatment does not heal the liver
I ve heard they now have something In fact, at this advanced stage there
that may add two to five years to my is no way to reverse your liver damlife
age This is a medical time-bomb,
DEAR READER The spleen and sooner or later you will experience
the liver have an interconnected liver failure 'which is fatal i or inblood circulation when the liver is in- creasing complications of severe livflamed or diseased the blood flow er disease. which I mentioned
through it slows and pressure builds
In our society. the most common
up causing the spleen to enlarge .eause of cirrhosis and liver failure is
Therefore in all likelihood your liver alcoholism You don t mention your
disease preceded the swelling of your alcohol intake, but I wouldn t be surspleen bs many years
prised if it had been excessive for
I make this point to indicate that
years Thus, you are probably left
sour primars problem is a chronic' with an untreatable consequence of
liser disorder that has progressed to chronic alcohol abuse
cirrhosis scarring and shrinkage
Nonetheless there is hope If you
nfortunatels once blood flow is stop drinking immediately you can
backed up by a defective liver organs avoid further damage and, perhaps
other than the spleen are also affect
be considered for liver transplant Of
ed For instance cirrhosis is frequent
course. this depends on your age, genIs associated with swelling of the eral health and motivation for sobriseins In the throat (esophageal vani
ety If the circumstances are favorces A, the pressure in these veins able, a liver from a suitable donor
rise,
' tries -an burst leading to lifecould be surgically placed in your
By Peter H Gott. M D.

tt,

it, si osI'si',.A ENT911.1•RISP.tass

DR. Garr
PETER

t4

GOTT, M D

A

Becky Rogers, a fifth grade student at East Calloway Elementary, recently received a package of sea
rations from a soldier in the Middle East with whom she has been corresponding since October. Pictured
abuse, Becky and her teacher Linnie Hooks examine the Stars & Stripes newspaper which the soldier used
to wrap the food. Scattered on Becky's desk are the packages of food that he sent her. They consist of
peanut butter, crackers, chicken stew, pears, lemonlime drink, and caramel candy. Ile also sent her accessories such as coffee, matches, gum, wet napkins, sugar, cream, salt, toilet paper, and a tiny bottle of hot
sauce. Becky is the granddaughter of Brent ahd Pat Brown.

These

Valuable
Coupons

Res

Financial Aid Awareness Week proclaimed
Financial Aid Awareness Week has
been proclaimed in Kentucky Feb. 49 in an effort to make parents and both
prospective and enrolled college students more aware of student financial
aid opportunities.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson signed the
proclamation at the request of the
Kentucky Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (KASFAA),an organization of financial aid
personnel from Kentucky colleges,
universities, postsecondary training
institutions and lending institutions.
Student financial aid programs of
grants, scholarships, loans and stu-
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CCHS Speech Team takes second
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kentucky Pried Chicken.

dent employment provide dollars to
students to help them pay their educational expenses. These programs are
funded from federal, state and institutional sources.
• KASFAA is urging any student
planning to attend any type of school
or training facility to contact the
Student Financial Aid Office at that
school immediately to obtain financial aid packets, applications and
other information they need to enroll.
All students, whether they are beginning or continuing their studies,
'should apply for all financial aid
opportunities for which they might

The Calloway County High
,School Speech Team took second
place sweepstakes Jan. 26 at the
Russellville High School Invita-'
tional Speech Tournament in Russeflville. The team placed second
with 232 points. Murray High
School placed first with 245, points
and Warren East High School took
third place with 151 points. A total
of 28 schools competed in the
tournament.
The Laker team had many students to place individually in the
tournament. Twelve students reached the final round. Those placing in
the top three were Lori • England,
first in oratory: Tracy Ross, first in

Fried Chicken.
•

Mark Garland, second ii
.•eLug and Rich.ird
declamation

qualifying for the
round nut not placing were Michaei
Dale, humorous -intetpretatior,
Michael Haney, extemp
storytelling: Josh Roberts, ex,
Bland, oratory and solo
act:hg and Alexia Schempp, solo
1h team V. :11 compete next
the BardstoAn High School Invitatior,a1P. Feb. 2. The coaching stall
for
990-91 season are Larry
England, Tim Black, Tara Hart and
David Weatherly.
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Fain Insurance Agency
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payment by

the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly- before the 10th of each
month They depend on y ou to write their pay, checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for ,you and your
carrier
ii&.1 not the huffier of
So paying, by mail is a silflple s
monthly collection

Mifrray Ledger & Times

qualify, according to the KASFAA.
The organization also offered the
following suggestions to students:
---- Make contact with the school
immediately and find out what financial aid forms are required and the
priority filing date.
--- Complete the financial aid form
and other required documents prior to
the school's filing date.
•--- Take care to complete the forms
accurately' and make certain they are
properly signed.
KASFAA's membership of approximately 300 is involved with
helping students secure funds to pay
for their educations. Placing emphasis
on awareness of financial aid opportunities and filing procedures is a
scheduled activity of KASFAA, with
publicity, programs and other efforts
conducted on a statewide baSis.

Local radio station
receiving live
reports from Gulf
Murray is receiving live reports
about the Gulf war from the desert
itself through an agreement
between a local radio station and a
free-lance journalist somewhere in
Saudi Arabia.
WBLN-WSJP Radio receives
live reports from stringer Greg
Mathieson, a White House photographer, who is unable because of
security reasons to give his exact
!citation inSaudi Arabia, according
to a published report.
Mathieson agreed to report back
to the Murray stations shortly
before he went over, according to
station manager Greg DeLaney,
who
he and station owner
Mike Karem are friends.
Mathieson's reports are broadcast live and have helped boost
interest in a call-in show the station
started Jan. 17 after allied forces
attacked Iraq, according to the
report.

Tax preparers
offer free service
to those stationed
in Persian Gulf
Noele Associates, inc.
to announce that they
are ofier,ip,t INA: tax preparation
and consultation to anyone stationed in tile Persian Gulf region.
would be offered to a taxpayer ‘iio i iii ow stationed or has
bccii s',,,tiu:ied in the Persian Gulf
area.
1 he service person will need to
be the taxpayer or the taxpayers
current spouse to qualify. Service
persons have been granted an automatic extension of time to file but
they can go ahead and file now in
order to -get tneir refund sooner.
To, do this, the spouse or parent
would need to have a power of
attorney, in order to sign for the
Service person. 116dge, Noel &
Associates have the forms 'necesIvy-- if needed.
If the spouse or parent does not
have a power of attorney, the completed tax return until it has been
signed and sent back home in case
the papers arc lost or misplaced.
Hodge. Noel and Associates is
located at 915 Coldwater Road,
encourage anyone
with que,,tions to call 753-6069 or
7M5u9r-1425.

MO.
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Over 235 stores in 27 states and growing!
For the Phar-Mor location nearest you...
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DOUBLE COUPONS
EVERY DAY

• Look under "Pharmacy" in the Yellow Pages
• Look under "Phar-Mor" in the White Pages, or
,N • Call Directory Assistance
OPEN 7.DAYS A WEEK

We double manufacturers' coupons
valued up to and including 500
every day. See store for details.

Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantitres and correct% pographical errors No rain checks Rebates void where prohibited See store for details

We only buy when we get a special deal, we buy in huge quantities and we pass the savings on to you.
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THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products

Lipton

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER
Piggly Wiggly 18 oz.

Upton 100 Cl.

Peanut
Butter

04 lit

Tea

2 Liter

Bags

Folgers 13 oz.

Coffee

9 1.99 1.29
3.09
NOW OPEN
8.119 24 HOURS
12 Pack Cans

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

jp

Wi

24 Pack Cans

th

No» 4intlahle 41 lour
Supermarke'

MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

hruF

Prices Good T1
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

641 South-Murray
753-9616
Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE

'ROUD

From now on, your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified
company through participating in
Ownership Plan). As owners, well giv
desire Our attitude is positive ab

iandled I
rmploym
our E
you thi
ut the

Value Priced Groceries
Piggly Wiggly 32 oz.

Pork & Beans

Salad Dressing

3/1.00

89°

Pretio 30 02

1.69
3/$.00
1.49
1.59
1.69

Spaghetti Sauce
Ronco 7 oz

Spaghetti
Velveeta 12

Pride of III. 17 oz.

Showboat 15 oz.

02

Shells & Cheese
Rainbow 15 oz

Potato Chips
Quaker 18 oz

\Oats

Piggly Wiggly 32 oz.

3/1.00

89°
1.19
99'
3/89°
1.59

Catsup
Sunsweet 32 oz

Prune Juice
hunts 46 oz

Tomato Juice
Contadina 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce.
Wishbone Italian 24 oz.

Dressing

__Corn & Green Beans
Piggly- Wiggly 64 oz

Egg Noodles
Kraft 7 4 oz

Mac. & Cheese
Armour 15 oz

Chili w/Beans
Open Pit 18 oz.

BBQ Sauce

Clorox Gal

Towels

Fitt 24-36 ct

Diapers
Bow Wow 20 Lbs

Dog Food
N

Dove 22 oz
98 oz

Tide Ultra
Rinso 38 oz

Laundry Detergent

Sunny Delite 54 oz

1.19
99°
1.89
2/89°
99°

Citrus Drink
Buttermilk
Tropicana 54 oz Carton

Orange Juice
Prairie Farms 8 oz

Yogurt
Roman Meal 11 az

English Muffins

Dinners
Orange Juice

Texsun 12 oz

OZ.

Fish. Sticks
Ore Ida-4 Ears

Cob Corn
Inland Valley 40 oz

French Fries

Pillsbury 5 lb.

Flow_,
Hershey's- 14 oz.

Flake Coconut

Pond Raised Whole

3 Pc. Manhandle

3.29

Chicken Dinner

Catfish
Flounder Fillet
Catfish Nugge
Imitation

Crabmeat

Fresh
Dole's Finest Jumbo Head

Lettuce

99°
2.59
1.79
1.99

69

C

Gard

U.S.A. D'Aniou

Lb. 69°

Pears
Apples 6 oz. pk., Prunes 12 oz. pk.

Dried Fruit
Red Delicious Michigan 10 lb. Bag

Apples
Nunn Better 10 lb.

Wild Bird Seed

II,

o

Sr

41,

Hamburger Helper
11119C With Coupon
Supplier Code 095642
Good at Murray Piggly Wiggly Only Thru 2-5-91

Gard

Bri

Yell°

On

11

Betty Crocker
J*1 Aft P
,

Gn
U.S.
Sw

99°
5.99
1.99

EFFECT/VE Tofil/ RS 5, 11•1

Hamburger
Helper

Good at
Murray Piggly Wiggly

Foam Plates.

4.99

1.991.99

Armour Classic 9-10 oz

Mrs Paul's Fillets 13.5

Grape Jelly
Chinalite 50 ct

Fried
Chicken

Chicken Patties

99C

Kraft 32 oz.

Deli - 8 Piece

Banquet 10 oz. Chicken Nuggets,
Cheese Nuggets or

Biscuits

Prairie Farms 1 2 Gal

BUY ONE...GET FREE

Legs
Wings
Thighs
Breast

Frozen
Pillsbury 4 Pk

,

79°
5.99
811c,

Dish Liquid

Dairy

.000/

2
2
2
2

Bleach
aBC

2/89c
89°
4.99
2.89

Bread

Deli Special

Piggly Wiggly

Bath Tissue

1.19
2/89°
2/99°
79°
1.19

Apple Juice
Ronco 5 oz Wide

Value Priced Groc ries

Soft 'N Gentle

•
OZ.

Roman Meal Sandwich 20

I
I
I
1
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

9
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Good at Murray Plggl
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Vegetable or Corn 48 oz

Crisco
Oil

OZ.

r wow

3 Lbs

Piggly Wiggly

tt,
•••••••

Sandwich
Bread

Crisco
Shortening

--

9 1.99 /39* Whole Fryers
wiggly Q Q
39 Lb.
U.S. Govt. Inspected

•

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ER CARD

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

WESTERN I

ices Good T

hru Feb. 5

OYEES ARE

ROUD TO SERVE YOU

• groceries will be
Is. Each qualified
participating in
owners, well giv
de is positive ab

andled by a stockholder of Piggly
mployee now owns a part of the
our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
you the personal service that you
ut the future of our company.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

UNION

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

N,

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Pillsbury 18 oz.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Cake Mix

Sirloin Steak

79C

AMP

oz

2.99

•

Neal Sandwich 20

99'
1.19
1.19
99°
99°

oz
e Jelly .....
50 ct

Plates
5 lb

r.
514 Oz.

Coconut

U.S.D.A. Choice Beet Boneless

Chuck Roast.

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Steak

lb

Extra Value 5 Lb. Box

Beef Patties...

.

Tyson Chicken Fried

Beef Patties

,fPf'
•

4

Quarter Loin Cut into Chops

2.29
2.39
4.99
1.89

Pork Chops
Pork Roast
Lean & Tender - Center Cut

Pork Steak
Spare Ribs

lb

lb

1.39
1.39
lb 1.69
1.99

lb

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Sliced Bacon..

lb

Piggly Wiggly

Breakfast Bacon
King Cotton Regular or Cajun

Smoked Sausage

lb

Shrimp

Wieners

Picnics

Catfish

lb.
lb.

ts

Th.

99c

1.09 c;?f

2.29
5.99
2.99
5.99

Griffith

Corn Dogs

3 lb.

Bryan Sliced 12 oz.

Bologna
Turkey Valley Ground

Turkey

Emge Whole 20-26 Lb

4.49
1.79
89°

lo 1.47
1.59
79°

Smoked Hams
Bryan Low Salt 12 oz

Sliced Bacon
Mr. Turkey 12 oz.

Franks

lb.

Cut Up

Fryers

;b.

49°
59'
1.99

lb

Cut Up Country Style

Fryers

lb

American Sliced

Cheese

lb

Bakery

Deli

oduce
Large Slicers

Wilson - Sliced or Shaved

Golden Goodness 13 Inch

Tomatoes

Deli Ham

French Bread

jetv.
ife
°:

Lice

1.69

lb.

Lb

lb.

1.99

C

3C

lb.
Louis Rich Sliced or Shaved

e1

Sweet Potatoes

Pimento Cheese
"We Make.em Good"

Egg Rolls

lb.

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Broccoli
Yellow Medium 5 Lb. Bag

Onions

6 Count

Breadsticks

lb.

Dell Fresh 12 oz. cup

3199°
39°
99°
C\ 1.49

Green Onions

lb.

2.99
1.99
2/1.49
2.79
2.99

Turkey Breast
Garden Fresh Bunch

U.S.

lb

Small & Lean

Pork Steak

Frozen Steaks

Jumbo Head

69'
99°
5.99
1.99

lb

1.99
1.19
1.29
1.89

Lean & Tender Boneless

Lb

Emge Smoked

Ibmeat

Lb

lb.

Boneless Boston Butt

11.59

• ft.•
;
447 I"

lb

Emge 12 Oz. Pkg.

Ion

resh P

Boneless Ham

40-50 Ct

Raised Whole

fish
under Fillet
:fish Nugge

Pork Roast

Fresh Meats

5.99

_

Bryan Center Piece Whole

Lb

afood
tab,

Boston Butt

Meat, 2 Vegetables & Roll

Plate Lunches
Rocky Road

Salad

"Butter Your Own" Dozen

Dinner Rolls
"Make Your Own Reuben" 16 oz.

Rye Bread
Light & Heavenly 18 oz.

Angel Food Cakes

89C 99'
1.29
99'
2.69

Ole Fashion Taste 8 Ct

Vienna Rolls

lb

75 oz.

Potat

9
SuPPMI
ood at Murray Plggl

) Buds®
C
!

ode With Coupon
09584200
Wiggly Only Thru 2-541
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Shakertown's winter
weekends offer pleasures
By Charts Jane Hylton
Kentucky's Shakers lived a life of
hard work and simplicity as they acted
out their faith in everyday life. Winter
Weekends at the Shaker Village of
Pleasant Hill are one way to experience and enjoy the tranquility of their
lifestyle and to get away from the
stresses and strains of the modern
world
The Shakers derived from a Quaker
sect who incorporated a trembling
dance into their worship. Known to
the public as the "Shaking Quakers."
eventually the religious group was
called by the shortened version,
"Shaker."
Shakers had abide by strict rules
Hard work wa. ry important. They
woke early, spoke only when necessary. and used a celibate lifestyle.
Escrything they did was considered
part of their worship.
They lived in Shaker communities,
separated from the world. The community shared all possessions and
private property was not allowed
The group numbered almost 500

members at their peak in the 1830s.
but only a handful of Shakers sun Ise
today
Shaker ingenuity and love of simpl,c;:y and efficiency gave the world
many articles still used today.
4

i

and
water-repellent fabric are all Shaker
products.
Guests at Pleasant Hill can enjoy
some other Shaker innovations —
especially the edible kind. Shakers
believed in simple pleasures and their
food was — and is — one of them
Visitors will also enjoy special
programs at Shakertown, including
Winter Weekends. These weekend
packages include two nights' lodging.
five meals and a tour ticket There are
also special events such as a program
of original Shaker music. an informal
evening of folk music and a sleigh
ride. if there's snow. Exhibition buildings and craft shops are also open.
If you can't spare a weekend,
Pleasant Hill also has Winter teas to
cheer up a cold, dreary day. Guests
will still have time to visit craft shops
and tour the historic village, and
they'll enjoy afternoon tea in the
Trustees' Office.
Winter Weekends are scheduled
January 18-19, 25-26, February 1-2,
8-9, 15-16 and 22-23. W'inter Teas are
avaqable throughout the season. For
more information call (606i 7345411.
To find out more about other
special events and opportunities around the state call 1 -800-225-TRIP.

The first assist

THE ACES ON BRIDGE"A healthy male adult bore consumes each year one and a half
times his own weight in other people's patience -

Clothespins, the circular saw

Murray Middle School Chess Club members pose with an autographed basketball donated by Coach Sine Newton. of Murray State
University. The ball is signed by the coaching staff and all the 1991
MSU Racer basketball team. It will be used as part of a fund-raising
activity to help send the Murray Middle School Chess Team to the
1991 iJSCF National Elementary Chess Tournament in Rye. New
York this April. The autographed ball, which was signed on the esening of Coach Newton's 200th win, will be gisen away at half time of
the Murray-Fulton County basketball game on Feb. 22. Between now
and then members of the Middle School chess club will he selling tickets at 50 cents each for the drawing. Tickets will also he asailable at
all Murray Middle ball games. For further information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 753-0252.

Williams: start preparing now
for filing this year's tax return

4

.4

For Shakers.
work went on as
usual. eYen in
the foulest of
weather. Visitors can warm
up with hot cider and muffins
while modern
'Shakers- keep'
busy.

NORTH
‘
,
46K
J8
(43625

Its never too early to begin preparing for filing your 1990 tax return.
You need time-to dig out your records
and be sure they are in order,and time
to be sure your withholdings or
estimated tax payments are sufficient
to cover your tax liability. Bettye W.
Williams, Social Security District
Manager in Paducah. said today.
Time is also needed to get a Social
Secunty number for your children
over age 2.
Since 1989 tax returns,each dependent child older than 2 years must
have a Social Secunty number to be
claimed as a dependent. The number
must be listed on the parent's or
guardian's tax return.
And, starting with tax returns for
1991 due in 1992). Social Security
numbers will be required for all
dependents age one or older.
To obtain an application (Form
SS-5) and instructions, call us at I 800-2345-SSA (1400-234-5772) or
443-75(6 in Paducah or 247-8095 in

Mayfield. Parents can mail the corn-

pleted form and required documents
to us in the pre-addressed envelope
that will be provided with the form.
The documents will be returned
promptly, and a Social Security card
will usually be issued within 2 weeks.
People age 18 and over must apply for
an initial or replacement Social -Security card in person at a Social
Security office. They may call first to
obtain the free application and instructions. Evidence of the person's
age. U.S. citirenship or lawful alien
'status), and identity are needed.
The application and card are provided free of charge by Social Security. We also provide free help in
completing the form. There is no need
to pay anyone for this service.
If you have any additional questions about Social Security, contact
either the Paducah Social Security
office located at 546 Lone Oak Road.
telephone 443-7506; or the Mayfield
Social Security office located on U.S.
Highway 45 North. telephone 247-.
8095.
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BOBBY WOLFF

A Q 11)EAST
WEST
97
•K
A8
+32
Today's game is concerned main- •10 6 5 4
ly with preventing an overtrick by
•9 7 6 2
210 5 4 3
declarer At rubber bridge. 30
+743
points more or less might be a borSOUTH
ing matter. At duplicate (or in auc•J 10 9 4
tion bridge, where 12 scored tricks
•A Q
net a slam bonus), today's farsight•Q J
ed defense translates into a fine
+K J 9 8 5
score.
At the Labor Day Atlanta RegionVulnerable Both
al, more than a few declarers manDealer South
aged 12 tricks at the spade game
The bidding
After East's heart king went to
North
East
West
South
South's ace and East won his trump
1•
Pass
Pass
1
ace, East returned a lazy heart and
2 *•
l'ass
Pass
•
the defense collapsed. South won, 2•
All pass
Pass
4+
drew the trumps and claimed 12
winners, dummy's diamonds going
*artificial fourth suit forcing
on South's long clubs
Opening lead Heart four
When Jim Musumeci of Athens,
Ga . held the East cards, he saw the
BID WITH THE ACES
dangers of the lazy heart return at
1 30 It
trick three. Instead he returned a di- South holds
amond to West's ace and earned his
•A 8 7
side a good score by limiting South
•
K 97
tricks.
to only 11
•9 7 h 2
Might Jim have lost a heart win47 4 3
ner by shifting to a diamond? The
bidding told him otherwise, South's
North South
bidding denied a fifth spade and al2 11
1,
most surely a sixth club Therefore, 3+
the only trick that might disappear
was West's diamond ace. Naturally
ANSWER: Three hearts A mini
if West had held both the diamond
mum single raise, which has not im
ace and the heart queen. he would proved on the bidding Return to
have cashed both winners to hold
hearts at the lowest level and let
declarer to his contract.
partner decide the future
Attention, rubber bridge players
Send bridge quentions to The A, es IiNot
You're missing out on many chalAddre,...1
12363 Wiles Teas 7522S voth
lenges and much excitement if you
stamped envelope tor repk
t'•
ivv!
don't try the game of duplicate

(.(bAr'-‘

6 am -i0 p.m
Daily
12th & Sycamore

We Want To 'Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special -

Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sur
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
1111 $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 1 1 :30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m - 0:

Cgt,

753-8080 - PV, Party Room Available

MURRAY

tv

Is A

Vionaiifok

Auto Insurance

Town
Ilos WO Frown Mak. is the

Compare Prices and Save!

Your Individual
Horoscope

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-b,,, new ran r !
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts Wed Ike to )-3Il on V.
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.

ROSS INSURANCE

Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Fraaces Drake

6th & Main

Ingeborg Kin;, 492-8348

753-04)49

TH1 RSDA1' JAM ARY 31, 1901
Ak IE S
Mar .21 to Apr 19.
gat
Both work and romance are pos,si
ble trouble spots for you today Try to
av old arguments and be sure to kiss
and make up if the necessity arises
TAURUS
4pr _tit to May NI
Social life is 44-, ented now, but
al.oid the twin errors of extravagant
spending and quarrels with friends
espe.-ially SeTISItiVe of others'
ft-clings
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
Do riot get jealous over another's
suf ess and be tactful with tugher
ups now At home try not to be bossy
with other family members Show
C onsideration
CANCER
June 21 to July 2'2
IIIE
ndercurrents affect relationships
with.close ties Be (areful not to jump
to the wrong onclusion.s now Late
day either you or a partner tends to
extravagant spending
LEO
to Aug ..f,"
July
Are we friends or iovers may be the
question that arises in roman( e
"la) Quarrels about morwy are
possible Partners need to be sensi
ove to each other s feelings
VIRGO
Aug 23 to Sept 22,
A supervisor may he acting espe
flatly bossy right now and is easily
provoked quell a tendency to rush
things today With close ties there s a
need to compromise
LIBRA
(Sept 21 to()et 22,
You may take offense at someone's
advice today On the job dont let
things slide You may he investing too
much tune in a matter of little import.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 13 to Nov 21)
There's a tendency to blow hot and
cold in romance today Try to avert

quarrel.. about intimacy Pleasure
pursuits may prove costly A child
may be easily hurt
SAGMAgrus
N(t.Z2 to Dec 21)
ffil
)
A domestic concern could be the
cause of a quarrel now Don't let
temperament undermine efficiency
on the irk Be sure to give a parent
the proper respect
CAPRICORN
(1,4-c 22 to Jan 19)
You could experience some envy
on the job nght now Try to stay away
fr(..in superficial types who could
easily wa.ste your tune today Be
sincere in what you have to say
AQUARIUS
(Jan 2tJti. Feb 18)
There', a tendency to argue about
the (ost of things today Don't spoil
your own good tunes by having an
argument on g date Strive to meet
others halfway
PISCES
mow
(Feb 19 u. Mar 20)
sow
You could go overboard in spend
ing on the home today A family
member may be touchy and a friend
seems depressed An understanding
of human nature is needed now
Y01. BORN TODAY are expen
mental adventurous, arid sometimes
unconventional You're dramatic in
manner and tan succeed in show
business Mental pursuits are likely to
interest you and you often have a gift
for writing rko not however, let ego
get in the way of your greatest
accomplishment You'll succeed in
both the arts and sciences and may
also have an interest in government
service Birthdate of Norman Mailer
wnter. Carol Chan:ling actress and
Joe Walcott boxer

A

To All Friends and Relatives
Who Have A Loved One
In The Armed Forces.••
So many ofus in the community have a mom or dad,son or daughter,
brother or sister or friend who is involved in Operation Desert Storm.
We'd like to know who they are.
Please send us th-e name or names of a friend or relative so we can
remember them in our prayers or drop them a friendly "hello" from
home.
A copy ofall names submitted will be published in the February 14
edition of the Murray Ledger & Times.
,
.
Name of Loved One:
Address

:
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• .*
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Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
SI a minute

We are proud to use
recycle? newsprint.

Operation Desert Storm

. • ,,
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ile.,-401111
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1
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11111111".
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1 Relative or Friend or
.
I

.

Mail to: The Murray Ledger & Times, Box 1040-K, Murray, KY 42071
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Jim Adams Brings You Old
Fashioned Prices, Savings 8 Value.

1)0 A

1ST
A 13 7
K 97
9762
743

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

5

It

East
l'ass
l'ass
All pass

suit forcing
Irt four

Fresh Chicken

A('FS

LEG
QUARTERS MACARONI 8 CHEESE

I 10 ft

IGA - Dinner 7'/4 Oz. Box

Dole Golden Ripe

BANANAS

rts A mini
has not im
g Return to
level and let
ure
I'(
Airst
i(5 self .rldr

Bit
414*

fo Be

Boneless

Young N Tender
Fresh Chicken

& Sun
f $3.95
iy $3.95

THIGHS 8
DRUMSTICKS

Fryer
Breast
Lb.
99

Jim
ciroirris

$2

Nv\

Jim Adams

20 Lb. Bag
Russet

BACON

POTATOES

tftnt

12 Oz.
Pkg.
Reelfoot

$3.99
12 Oz. Pkg. 99
'

Beef Patties

5 Lb. Box

Reelfoot Red Label

, 492-8348

Bologna

Red

Reelfoot Meaty Jumbo

$1.29
Lb. $1.69

Wieners
Catfish Steaks

16 Oz. Pkg.

Grapefruit

48 size 3/$1.00

Granny Smith

Apples

Lb.

69'

ers2
,
ston.001

461,

Kellogg s

IGA

CORN FLAKES

BUTTERMILK

COKE, DIET COKE

1/2 Gal. Cit.

2 Liter

18 Oz. Box

-m.

.an
om

Prairie Farms V: Gal. Crt.

Orange
Juice

$1.49

Why Pay More 32 Oz. Btl.

Catsup

95c

Folgers
-5
S
fuE
nfl
ifil
5 Lb. Bag

ggC I 89c

COFFEE
13 Oz. Bag

99

1

Lewis Bakery 6 Pk.

Cinnamon
Swirls

$1,39

Bunny Soft Twist 24 oz. mu

Why Pay More I5 Oz. Can

Bread

Ravioli

in

69'

14

:3071

0'BKOTIES

DO
61/: Os.

EFFECTIVE DATES:
III. 20-Feb. 5,1991

HomorowN
r/
1
4.

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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CLASSIFIEDS
coo

VCR Service
\l

Nei
Wanted

Card
of Thanks

Notice
ORDINANCE
NUMBER 91-939
An ordinance further
amending zoning ordi
wince number 794 of
the City of Murray.
Kentucky, so as to re
zone a certain 12 acre
tract of land located in
the present Murray Cal
Iowa> County Park
from Governmentelieto
I Highway
B-2
Business)
Adopted by the Mw
ray City Council on the
).
24 day of
144)1
N JoutarWilm Cherry
ss Mayor
Attest Jo Crass
ss City Clerk
Summar) prepared hy
Wm Donald Overhey,
C
Attorney

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

BARGAINS
t\LIMITED

!An 2e)

414 su.ithSL.,%lurray

502-753-7047
1 hank\
aer

a7

tti•
()weer
Miy,1 Buca

Flea Market
xtravaganza
.1,(nt'', 1,11)1S t,.77",:turt
Nuutkocra, hot.seriok.!
aungs and .411)11Aars.
glassware. jewelry toys
taxes rewrite eatoei stir,
alka mow
tea. Jar reale n

sr
DESERT Saara.a at e a:
sweats'
N.!•rt
Faye's next 1.•

A,2 - 2NS
Y•
S...1!
r:•er.•2 Aud cra 'a• ra •
aa..• are :lax:eta *. •_

NO (Tea! needed $250t
ave.:ate ;Jed :ne to
your shopping dreams 'et
i•
re
^e
'800 25-3 38'3

• .!
Static" • a,. f
'he a- a •:s A. aua acre,
'urn.- • • _a
:es

NOTICE alstore.: !ems Storaae -rot is'
ee x
min} Wa•eao_aa
'26a fa--a, •,
A

354
Pap a. B. • 'a—
NI
A•
a
a' •
Rt 8 E-a.

be

Mete
Wanted
‘1 \Kt ,ur grtiwth
portumt$ Slaur
'

.

' a, to read and
tea..., ty subrnr. ra• a
p at,on
ad at Ira iacal
ler Eap.:.,y
a^,
.

A

,1" a7i• ' 1

A

ks1\6 HOME
1\qRAN(f.

up- • • ;nt r.ara:cnr
•' • ri;:. u- aton .^ the
• oi.rcemert
e.

Thru Ne•

Jr
larLiary 18
00!
2 2' S b:t1r.s.110r: :5 sub
a-, State Go.err,
'' • r ;restact -,.^s A'.
Pea:a-ca t.

11.

LEARk TO DRIVE
TRACTOR- TRAILER
%of

••.*

VC1.1....SIT 1 NC.

•- •
I:
tr.& -sr. :
eiaLar
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ler
1-800.334-1203

anis

•'

BR:NG the New Year Jr
veth a new career Cal;
Avon today 753 0171 In
sarance available Be your
own boss Free gift with
_appo.ntrnerit
CONSTRUCTION JOBS
now hiring all positions
Both skated and unsk lled
Male & Female openings
mao
Call i'615
F
7'9 5.5$05 Ert

HOSPITAL JOBS Six
$n Ikatie your area No cap
nccesary Fur info call
I 400 990 9199 eat 644
ham Rpm 7 days $1295
phocc tee
PAINTERS must have
2yrs or more experience
Steady work Apply at
Black s Decorating Center
701S 4th St Murray or call
753 0839
-.REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District
Health Department has
public health nurse vacan
cies in McCracken Cello
way and Graves Counties
Challenging openings exist
also for registered nurses
to provide communicable
disease services through
out the area Several posh
tons offer an opportunity to
superv4 others, coordinate efforts of several
nurses, of to work independently with little direct
supervision Generous
fringe benefits and holidays 10% salary increase
in first year of employment
Salary based on education,
experience and level of re
sponsibility Full time and
alternate work schedules
will be considered Tran
scripts and completed ap
plications required Re
sumes cannot substitute for
applications, which may be
secured at any Health Con
ter For more information,
contact Sharon Godec,
Nursing Director at
or
50 2 4 4 4 - 96 2 5
247.1490 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER

$23 700 PER YEAR to start
plus beret's U S Postal
Service and U S Govern
'rent soon to a._cept aepli
etions For exact exam
and appi.c.abon information
in the Murray area call,
1 900 446 6779 eat 3482
Lam 8m 7 days $12 95
fee

THE FAR SIDE

DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have man
vehicle and proof of insurance Apply in person .at
Dominoes Pizza
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
FEDERAL LAW ENFOR
CEMENT No experience
necessary For application
ato call 219 755.6661 Ext
K1109 Barn 8prr 7 days

• i'!-(.€•sary
a

aa ..--

4•-•'

1
_

a.;

WENDY S is new hiring all
Shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
dpm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

MILLIONAIRES Mlle
LIONAIRES PAN(;St RN•5 CANDY IS RACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe I Pharmacy

av,
Although history has long forgotten them. Lambini
& Sons are generally credited with the Sistine
Chapel floor

t.

CQ14171 .e.EN440.
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1 Strikebreaker
S Dabney
Coleman Iv
role
9 insane
12 Fee
13 Labor
14 Exist
15 Affirm
assert
17 Note of scale
18 Ocean
19 Undergarment
2 1 Sum
23 Rustics
27 Concerning
28 ire
29 River island
31
Badge of
Courage
34 That thing
35 Condensed
moisture
37 Exp rm
39 Three-toed
1
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sloth
40 Limb
42 Sink in
middle
44 Mickey or
Minnie
46 Hebrew
month
48 Lett
50 Fork prongs
53 Temperate
51 Stan
55 Meara ID
57 Sewing
implement
61 Consumed
62 Path
6,
1 Check
65 Deface
66 God of love
67 Sow

SUNTAN booth 753 3488
BABYSITTING
experienced mom with refer
ences Hourly, daily or
weekly rates Large fenced
backyard Call Becky
753 1249
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expert
ence References supplied
435 4146

100
Business
Opportunky
ESTABLISHED Vending
Route No competition
Investment Secured by
equipment and merchan
dise Call San 0-Seat
1 800 852 5898 24Hrs
IT TAKES CO OrIAGE to
open your own business
But if you connect with a
franchise that cares about
you provides comprehen
sive training and on site
support, helps you with Ii
nancing, provides you with
a proven successful way of
doing business, it still takes
courage But your proba
betty of success is about 4
times greater than on yoar
own Investment? Sure but
its in you, your future, your
independence
615 399 0622 Tennessee,
800 422 3278 US
LEARN how to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For infor
mauve appointment, phone
753 2607 or 753 1036

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

FORMAL Mate wedding
gown. size 7 437 4742
USED 135sq yd used car
•,-,41 753 6349
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holy
5 Beer mug
6 Behold,
7 Succor
8 Conspiracy
9 Expert
10 Region
11 Monty Halls
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SUNTAN Salon going otif
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and
used $500 and up Will
finance 753 9274
TANDY 1000TX 640K
2 720K drives 20 meg hard
drive, mouse, OMP 132
printer, CM 11 color moni
tor. IBM compatible $1200
759 4919 after 6pm

250

ODE

specialty
16 Gazes
intently
1 music as
20 Parentwritten
teacher grp
2 Moutain pass
22 Alternative
3 Everyone
word
4 Hallowed
23 Bucket
24 Grafted
heraldry
10 11
4
6
7
P
9
5
25 Silver
symbol
1.1
13
26 Yellow ocher
30 Mexican dish
ir
18
32 Comfort
33 Expired
21 1
20
36 Small lump
38 Edges
ME
26
41 Male goose
43 Precious
stone
29
31 32 13
130
45 Guido s low
note
3'
3'
36
3fl
39
47 Eden ID
U
49 Evergreen
44
45
43
42
trees
50 British
49
47
48
streetcar
51 Greek letter
53
52
52 Transaction
56 Deface
58 EN 58 Scottish
55 ill
river
59 Falsehood
60 Finish
63 Negative
67
111
DOWN

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray, Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons otter silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161

SPA for sale 753 3488 at
tor 6pm

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Miscellaneous

Sequin and hand
beaded Prom Gowns
by Alyce Designs and
Flirtation (as seen in
Seventeen).
Bridal Gowns and
Bridesmaid Gowns by
Alfred Angelo. Private
Showing by Appt.

Maybeile
Joyner
Bridals
Wingo, KY
502-376-5387

Business
Services
BUSINESS card special
1,000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Adver
tising & Supply call
759 1602
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vesttgation experience
'Accident •Crimirial Civii
•Personal or Corporate
'
Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641

155
Appliances
GOOD Maytag
437 4533

dryer

160
Home
Furnishings
2 RECLINERS 1 Bench
craft $400 1 $300 Both
less than 1yr
old
753 4827
BEDROOM furniture I
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peachrigray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach foal
loon valance $40, full size
peach wicker headboard
$40, girls 12in bike with
training wheel's $15 30in
avocado electric stove,
good condition. $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales se,
vice, supplies parts and
rental umts Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
tronic filing') Our prices
start at $20 00, Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

260
T.V.
Radio
STEREO AM FM console
mediterranean style ca
Reasonable
binet
753 5295
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

14x83 1985 2tr 2 Lath
living room
CZ/,-ihtly
COUCH and loveseat 1.itchen Unfurnished ex
STATIONERY exercise, earthlone colors Good cept for stove retr,geratur
bike 435 4361
condition $90 759 1233 . Fox Meadows $14 801.;
753 1161
USED and antique turn)
190
tore glass tools quilts
1971 HOMETTE 12)(60
Farm
901 642 6290
2t2r Call after Som
Equipment
492 8754
300GAL pull type spray rig
150
753 5463 753 0144
Articles
I. Mobile
For Sale
Homes For Rent
210
APPLE IIE newest soft
2eR with appliances, wa
ware Great for household
Firewood
ter lawn maintenance turn
budget or educational
needs $500 753 8802, A1A Firewood Seasoned 'shed Edge of town Cole
man RE 753 9898
oak $25 delivered
753 9761 evenings
492 8254
SHADY Oaks • 2 or 3br,
APPLE IIE computer en
hanced 2 disk drives. color rIREWOOD Seasoned or electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209
4nonitor loaded with soft- green $30 rick delivered
474 2318
ware Priced to sell
436 2858
A FIREWOOD for sale

-

A

Ankiles
For Sais

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove 527-9063

By GARY LARSON
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JOB Announcement Num
JOB Announcement Num
her 91 4(A) Position Park bur 91 16(5) Position Park
Worker Location Kentake Desk Clerk Kenlake State
Resort Park Hardin, Ky
State Resort Park Grade 4
Grade 5 Salary $5 247 per
Salary $4 765 Per Hour
hour Minimum require
Minimum Requirements
rnents High school gradu
AbiLry to read and write
Apply by submitting a State ate Additional experience
application (which can be in a front desk operation of
an accommodation facility
obtained at the local De
partment for Employment will.subStltute for the edu
Services or any other State cation on a year for year
basis Apply by subrnining
GovernmPht office) to
Kentucky Department of a State application (which
can be obtained at the local
Persannel Room 377 Cap
tol Annex Frankfort KY Department for Employ
ment Sereces or any other
40601 Attention Job An
-ouricement No 91 4,A) State Government office)
to Kentucky Department of
aneauncernent num
aer shoad alSO be piaced !n Personnel Room 377 Cara
•••_,A• -oper right hand carrier tol Annex Frankfort KY
are appiraaton in the 40601 Attention Job An
Anr.o,aaa-nent nouncement No 91 165)
rank :Deadimc for Job Announcement Num
bet should also be placed in
.iç..ng Y0,11 rraat qua fy
•:- r.• a!! 1 tie t:iacc-d or the the upper right hand corner
of the application in the
t, V4-bruxy 3
•Specal Announcement
rat reau red
No "blank Deadl•ne for
aeraar
Cau.an• applying You must quality,
,
A, test' and be placed on the
• ; '••••-•••
reg.ster by February 18,
1991 'Written test re
gu: red Test given Monday
Friday 8 00 a m 4 30 p m
in Room 480. Capitol An
Frankfort Kentucky
'4 A. Pos.tion Park. nex
Filling
this positon is sub
Ken
a
Tirne
•
Part
a•
eact to any State Govern
1
Rie art Park Hardin. met,t hiring restrictions fia.
OPPORTUNITY
eti 4 Salary $4 765 EQUAL
EMPLOYER MFH
0.1 r,r1,Jrn req.-re

A special thanks to
Officer Joe Lawrence and Officer
John Maness of the
Calloway County
Sheriffs Dept. Also
a special friend &
two neighbors for
their ,ourage
support Ott the

hr Ind

\Ion Sat,

240
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758
FIREWOOD km' stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753 9808, 474 8086
GOOD solid firewood Next
day delivery James Sills
753 4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745

4 CAR shop 6.th office
753 9386 753 4509
5 CAR clean up shop Of
lice and 2 baths Air corn
pressor Corner 4th and
Glendale Rd $450J•no
753 4389 or 753 5960
310
Want
To Rent
I am looking for farm land to
rent Will consider shares
or cash rent 759 1233

241
Miscellaneous
FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC
04 OFF SALE Country Remnants Hwy 68 641 Drat
fenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10-5pm
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 stilts at $1095
10x16' $1421
.
50 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831

320
Apartments
For Rent
18.2BR nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm
WANTED male roommate
to share new 3br apartment
close to university
$120 mo water included
Non smoker 753 8477

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

tiB
.
4•'• •
/1.7,11

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1991

CLASSIFIEDS
320

360
Pets
I Supplies

1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator turn
ished 753 6148 after
5 30pm

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu, Lasha s,
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355

2BR 14 bath townhouse
Central HA, appliances.
deck lawn maintenance
Coleman RE 753 9898

OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Proles
sional trainer successfully
serving Murray area tor
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to sell
Import and Champion sired
pups 436 2858

MOUS

COINS
and proof
THE BOOK
y, Dixieland
Of Our fine
. also avail
TREASURE
rray (South
Center) and
E ANTIQUE
All 3 loca
r dollars and
II line of U S
gn coins and
Discounts
rough Janu
io buy coins
e estates

2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109
2BR duplex in Northwood
$295 mo 759 4406

SHIH TZU AKC puppies
Ready now First shots and
Beauties
wormed
522 8607. 522 8637

28R duplex $300/mo De
posit required Quiet area
753 9240

.110

2BR duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighbor
hood $310/mo 759 4406
Wee

Ices
.ard special
dor ink busi
Iy $20 two
JHC Adver
upply call
istigator w:th
and state in
experience
riminal 'Civil
r Corporate
rsons Your
pecialty Call
westvgations
1

(rs Author
)1. sales se/
; parts and
Local cam
00 248 4319
ster refund1
)re tor elec
prices
Our
II Call Hodge
sociates the
ofessionals at
759 1425

Idle

4 FM console
an style ca
tasonable

t

fur

4

2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighbor
hood near university Ideal
tor couple or retired person
$275 mo 753 8096 or
753 2633

"The Big Sale"
We rave everyti-.9 !Kim
furniture to shoes Clothes
XL, L, A4, S Babies arid
tots Dishes, Pots. Pans,
glasses, toys, stuffed ariirnals. wagon wheel light,
little jewelry
Sale Starts 111 21 212, 2A
Southold° Manor
Apt E 3 Inside
759-9449
If you get lost cal'

2BR duplex Northwood
$350'mo 759 4406
2BR, water furnished, ap
pliances furnished
753 0087 after 5pm
CALLOWAY Gardens
Essex Downs now accept
ing applications for 182
bedroom apartments Call
753 8556 Mon Fri
9am 4pm
DUPLEX 2br appliances,
redecorated Lease depo
St no pets 1802 A Mon
rc,(3 Avenue 1 527 7382
DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath, car
pet lots of marble and tile
Prvate yard, concrete
driveway wood deck Next
to 121 By Pass Shown by
appantment 753 9400 or
415 4214
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central HA appliances
furnished Very clean Coleman RE 753 9898

410

5.

ETTE 1260
afte! 5cm

)bile
For Rent

)pliances viva
ntenance turn
of town Coo
3 9898

ks• 2 or 3br
s Walking dis
?ge 753 5209

QUIET spacious country
2br duplex with carport 2 miles out 94W
753 7951

TWO 2br duplex apart
ments Real nice 1 $350 1
with double car garage
$400 753 4389 753 5960

up shop Of
aths Air corn
ener 4th and
ld $450, mo
753 5960

snt

Rent

for farm land to
>nsider shares
t 759 1233

rtments
r Rent

:ely furnished
U campus
753 0606 after

ROOM with private bathroom- furnished, basic
cable, kitchen and WiD
share $200/mo and 13
utilities References and
$150 deposit required Call
753 1826

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

)STS.

)me cost

pay even

icans over
ing home

sr $18,000

ogram for
after you

753-0375
1911i N. 1 21h
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COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including retrigera
bon and A/C 753 0318

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing two work
436 2642

BUILDE R. new homes
garage's additions. remod
eling. framing, decks. pa
tios solar green houses.
pole tarns Experienced
ea.peritry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
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The New Revolution
In Real Estate

ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Kid,
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753 5500

FOR SALE
490 ACRE ROW CROP FARM
184 ACRE COMBINATION
ROW CROP/CATTLE FARM
TRACT NO. 1 - 490 ACRES: Located at the
Eastern edge of Hardin,joining Highway 80.
Outstanding producing Clarks River bottom
land. Almost all tillable with over 300 acres
of corn base with a 135 - 150 bushel yield.
TRACT NO. 2- 184 ACRES: Located south
of Highway 80 on Neal & Nanny Road at
Brooks Chapel Church. This farm has 83
acres of row crop bottom land with a 65 acre
corn base. The balance of the land is rolling
pastureland and woodland, very conducive
to cattle production. It has ample water
supply and is fenced and cross-fenced.

For more information, or to inspect property, contact selling agent.

1979 FORD Granede 4
door 302 engine C 4 teir
mission Has a f-1 41n .1.1 1970 CH[Vi pickup Ic)r
tured re•bu:4 motor A;;
b"17 .•
(' ;
pros 12 060 miles, ad rie0; mu' •
transmission (appro.
$'
miles) ask eg $950 /,'_;.(•,, (
.1'1 753 6855 sifter
753 6619
1970 CHEVELLE $12S0
1981 OLD'
S 98 Rege:r , 4
1988 I ord Ringer pe•
.c
door good ;o v • g
$7900, 1966 Ford pisv
p e d a b',.
$100 down 492 8884
753 1500
1977 FORD truck F. cy; •i •
1982 LEBAR/71:
real nice $.'
trac Fiero ; ••
!
1985 Cutlass S
sder r• •
Broughm loaded
'..),),C) 474
$3825. 1 1..18 r

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
tion arid repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

CARPET .1rid vinyl repairs
installation Protes
ssmal seri r...e
Bob
eer-, 759 '247 ii:eve
t•

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

('111%l ( liiiii ( himney
%,
4eepsiii,,i 1111

FULL electrical ervices
Installation/repair
Resideritialcommercial
753 7724

!

poie barr.!-.. gen
..f;f1

r.),
./C:Mf.'n1S

CuS

.A1 .11

!'_Arwr

guaran
e•-itirnatec. L E
.1',9 2663
sjutOni

GUTTERING By Sears
'Sears residential and corne
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate

a.

'

lullding

intry ceittege on 11/4 acres near lake. Cedar
n '•rior; 5 L citing fans; 2 wood stoves; nice pantry;
porches; 28x24 garage/shop and much
MLS 2912

531:1
Services
Offie08

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery. Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient.-,(,•T
vice 759 1835

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All .vork
guaranteed 761 1. "•')

4

IC
1E lestr

,

PLUMB".'
.,
same
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing con
Crete Free est:mates, (.4.;1
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock ha,.
ing gravel :.and dirt drive
way rock
753 4545
753 6763

Mor % r
VIILL Cic; .
ar.teed 491,

.

STALLONS roofing 8
'rig 474 8064
STEWART -S Haulmg
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

FREE to
v

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th St.

I: 1

753-1651

MAGS Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping, postal and bank
ing needs. etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

CUSTOM' KITCHEN

CAb4Ni

All Types Of
CUSTOM) Woodworking

s

NEW homes remodeling
pole barns, decks, outti.,:ld
ings, brick and masonry
work 759 1039 after 4pr-'

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
,

Call 753-1916
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica IT, equipped
$145992 $249.60 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tar, Tale & License.
4 Ito Closed End Lease

WALL TO WALL SAVINGS • WALL TO-WALL SAVIN(;'
,• `NAM '10 WALL.

FREE
DELIVERY
Lay-A-Way •EZ Terms

1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
roof, gold„ 5 speed
$610
package
759 9568 762 337.
message

Wiggins Furniture
$hoppers Mall

U Haul - We Haul

and pvt•.-, N
A• 'i 01 `t
7c3

Only store of its kind in 4 state curia'

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray

APPLIANCE REPAlk
ParAory trair-ifyi ty r•

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Quality Bedding, Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories including Brass
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements, Crystal
Room, Bedrooser"tlining Room and More!

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned &. Operated by Robert & Nell Wtrigtris

A;

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices
WALL TO WALL SAVINGS • WALL- 10-WALL SAVINGS • WALL 10 WA1

CARS
10 Toyota
10 Toyota
'90 Toyota Cery.............11187
19 Toyota
gr
;
'89 Toyota Cellica
19 Cressida......
With their picture and a special message in thle paper on Valentine. Day!
v
V
BUce Pit
31 kr/ Cdecy Pal....UV
18 Toyota Cressida........13.487
le
Chevy Craro............'9.417 V
88 Toyota Camry..........„...19117
'18 Pont. Bine. LE '8.987 V
•
'97 Toyota Corolla
'5317 V
• •
•
•
9/ Nelda kV
10,917 V
86 Cheri Celebrity............s4,417 V
*
'96 Honda AccordDX '7,917 V
V
Carson 96 Pit. Sunbid GT '5117
Happy
V
Fe
'16 Toy. Corolla
4,.,
Valentine's Day.'
V
Love, Big Sis,
'15 Ots Cif3
4.
1
4
•
V
Barclay
94 Oils Della
V
14 Tolle
_
. .
IfijiHfirehe.9,11111“11Wifg—
V
vvritvvvvriOlfwarstwit.,,,,
,
91 Toyota
!'...:.,
V
61,,'Itir
71 Datsun
V
77 Datsun 280Z......
o+
+OA..
V
77 Ford LTD
V
73 Dodge
V
TRUCKS
V
'19 Ford Range
.....
'19 Cher!
V
'19 Toyota P11.......
V
'18 N's. Pathfinder SE 14,417 V
John Craig Hugs and Kisses
25,987 V
'18 Yazd/ 92200
Love you bunches!
to You!
18 Toyota 4Runner 11,417 V
Karen
Love,
3
11 Phrnith Voyager 10487 V
Susan
17 Weida
V
ffftg.vvvvvvvvvvvirvit
17 Toyota1 Ton
1,987 V
I.
16 Ford P150 ILI 414...1417 V
•
lust bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
10 Toyota
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the
10 Fad C4Jstaii 414 1,917
original photo.
71 biep
AJD'ey 'tricker
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.
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the
TOYOTA ;Murray Ledger & Timesi

81 Calvert • Greg Braest•aw
T;-.. T._ —
.. 7 • E,
Chad Cochran. Gen Mgr

515 S 12th
Murray. KY

Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

753-4961
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HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

PASCHALL and Sykes dry
finishing New homes, re
modeling, patch work '
,0
7
additions 489 2376 or
753 6902

SUREWAY Tre- 8 `'.•
Removal Insured
line of equipment
60t1 aerial trucks al
chipper To assure a
operation at a !owes
petitive
mates
!.
Day or eite 753 54.-7:

CUSTOM WOODWORKIWs

oF MURRAY

•

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

MR '_riimney
cleaner 492 8561

LINDA S Cleaning Service:
would like to clean more.
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270

'59 7027

MCY
I'Aerong 11t

Services
Offered

2191 tiorneSchers
'
s 1075

These farms are priced very reasonably and
deserve your inspection.
call for a
Guide To

1969 FORD 1. t •
100 engine with C 6 Iran!,
rnir,r,on
OBO
1536619

4+1.

Houses
For Rent

nabe roommate
e 3br apartment
university
rater included
753 8477

12.4!1.
,ice
ROY
HILL Junior Thorn. opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

1'.55 4632

ATTRACTIVE 3br
brick ranch home
residential nelighibort,..,
Owner being transferred
and anxious to sell Priced
in mid $50 s Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat, central air Ap
pliances floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753 9898

•

1978 OLDSMOBILE
Regency 4 door. very , A
condition $950 436
or 753 5077

Homes
For Sale

FOR sale or lease 3br 2
bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm

SLEEPING room Refriger
ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Acts
S 16th 753 6609

1'

11'1Y,

1973 FORD Mayer
door, one owner, low
leage $800 753 041,1
ter 6pm

4fie

BRAND new 3br 2 ball.
home with central HA Of
fered at an affordable price
$40s A must to see Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

ip with office
53 4509'

%Mere
Offered

A. r',"A p.; !err

2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 751 1203
after 6pm

linen
ntals

Used
Cars

SELL your rea, estaii•
auction the easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 3' .•
S 12th or cal Way•
son 753 3269

2WNP.It

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

Service,
()tiered
BACKHOF

11

1988 NISSEN Sentra
White 4 door, ps ph air 114
AM -FM stereo auto 1988
Pontiac 6000 red 4 door

.190

KOPPERUD REALTY of
ors a complete range c
Real Estate services with
wide selection of quai
homes
all prio•
753 1222, toll
1 800 251 HOME
711L

NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

ONE room, partially turn
'shed sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathrooms, central kVA Lo
cated 14 blocks from Fa
culty Hall $125/mo including utilities Call Camela at
753 1492

CUTLA „

b ae on blue If
70 000 actual mil'
753 8477

1983 CUTLASS 5'.-.'19
4,7

Real
Estate

Ledger & Times

-

HEADACHE rack and rails
bedliner, small Dodge or
Mitsubishi truck AM FM ra
di° and speakers 14
wheel covers 436 282',

sharp $55"
ado. very
492 8884

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530

kite
For Sale

rn

Ruble
Sale

I•

'.31)

530

Apartments
For Rent

AAAAAI6'41

Met

Nitrtray
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Judge refuses to call mother to service

OBITUARIES
Collus 0. Johnson

Latus York
Funeral rites for Latus York will
he I rsda at I p.m. in the chapel
ot 1..lbeek and Cann Funeral
H. . I.he Rev. Rieky Cunningotticiate.
A 1; follow
in
Hardin.
:711‘
at the funeral
p m. tocla.v
York s • ilarj:t.
3:
'
•

-

s..
\.

.;-, Vr,
s•
2,7j V
L.I7.4 1)4'7a
kes A
sons.
IL - ..
\L'al 'k

Word has been received of the
death of Coitus 0. Johnson, former
resident of Murray. He died Dec.
20 at his home at 203 Griffin Dr..
Carrollton, Ga..
Funeral rites were Dec. 22 at 2
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Carrollton. Almon Funeral
Home of Carrollton as in charge
ot arrangements.
SurvIvors are his wife, Mrs.
Eugenia Caldwell Johnson, one
ja,:ghter, Mrs. Paul Brown, Marietta. (la , two sons, Tom Johnson,
Carro:iton. and Dr. Gene Johnson,
Sens,Point. Wis.. a niece, Mrs
Da.e. Niemphis. Tenn., sesen

..,

mas be made to ColJohnson 'S‘holarship Fun;1.
College Foundation.
t
Methodist Cm:rji
F und. l'arrol:!on
s

Miss Goldie
Hicks

received his B.S. and M.S. degrees
from University of Tennessee and
his ED. S. from Peabody College
for Teachers.
lie served as a teacher and principal of various schools in Tennessee and later served with the Tennessee Valley Authority as a population readjustment coordinator and
as an agnculturist.
Mr. Johnson, 85, was from
1948-51 an area education coordinator working in the fields of
resource use and community education and community development
as a member of the faculty of ;Murray State College.
lie served as associate professor
of education and associate director
of Adult Education from 1951-64.
as Director of Continuing Eduea:.on from 1967-7!: and as professor of education from 1972 unt.:
his retirement in 1973 from
Georgia College at Carrollton

Mrs. Georgette. Troutman Ellis
H

•

S,z-vivors are one son, Adrian
Scott Dower. Murray: her parents,
\lran,1 N1!.s. George Troutman.

,

firandcnburg. one sister. Tanya Lee
Dover. New Hampshire, three
`,r , .ttler,. Bill Troutman, Edmond.
. Louis Edward Troutman
Kan . and Michael Tro.:t

Israel forces retaliate against

refugee camp for rocket attack
:
,an-.p ref

,
ho.witier
:he border
spokesman sa:d l:rC\
A
raced :n several sectors of :he

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) --- A
federal judge says he can't bar the
Army from ordering the mother of
a toddler to active duty until she's
exhausted all her military appeals.
Sara Davis Waters, 24, went to
federal court after she received
orders to report on Thursday to
Fort Eustis, Va. She had hoped for
a court order that would keep her
from having to go.
Mrs. Waters' husband, a member
of the Army's 101st Airborne Divi-

Prices as of 10:00 AM
7s7
.27;3
)
.
Industrial Average.
Previous Close .................. 2662.62
Mr Products.................... 59 • ils
36B 363/4A
( A.T.C-Class A
321/4 • Si,
AT&T
Rank of Murray ...................15013
V.
Bell South
524:1/:
Briggs & Stratton...-. 293/
Chrysler .............................13 • V.
357/s • Vs
CSX Corp
10 • 3/.
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store.......111411 81/4A
sscion
52 unc.
I.Eur

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

27/
34 44.://:
, General Motors
Goodrich........... .....413/1 • Ph
Goodyear .......................20'/2 • 'Is
I I.B.M..............................126 + Ms
44 • 1/2
Ingersoll Rand
K Mart.
0)/i +unc
l/2.
K . Utilities...................324P
ie.i.e.4..ra..,
r ........,.....,.... . ..... ................ 16'is • 3/4
,
r IK,i:rog
L & G Energies
311"Is • Ile
v McDonalds
'7$:
:I/. 1
.2
JCuP
akenern(
e)
y.3
..ts
....................502
it, Q
, Sears
2825391i. ++- :11/1818
I Snap-On Tools
Tesaco.............................57N unc.
Time-Warner
arner ......... 93his • sie
ST .... .......... ..... 395/1 • 1
; Na M rt .. .... ..... .32111.sie
1i;.
)
1
%oo orth
303.'s +7 0
. C..E.F. Yield
,,,
4..•••

r rr, iti,r1 \a

al.)(-

i pon kequesI

:7--'
- --' •-------"
(----.: --kt.3
he ,s4tiohal Resistance I-ront,
allianLe of Lebanese and Palestinian guerrilla factions, claimed
responsibl:ty for the Katyusha
attack. saying it was aimed a:
northern Israel: settlements.
Th.e grot.pfs statement
i.h.k :he attack to the war
P-,•rs.an Guif between Iraq an the
S cd all[ed fortes.
Arafat's personal representative
.n south Lebanon. Zeld Wahheh.
:old reporters in the port city 'of
Sidon that the barrage was carried
by• the PLO chairman's on
Fatah guerrilla faction.
Police said the attack on Rashidyth indie'ated that Israel suspc,ted the rockets were fired from
Palestinian bases in the
shtsio'n.
The P1.0. which supports Iraq in
has ttireatened to
atiaLks on the _Israeli as well
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Views On
Dental Health®
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

QUACK DENTAL CURES
According to the American
Dental Association, Americans
spend an estimated .$2 billion a
year on health quacks and
quack products. Denture (false
teeth.)construction and repair is
one of the areas abused by
quacks.
Dentures fitted by unqual-ified persons and mail orter
dentures, if not properly fitted,
can damage mouth tissues.
Some damage,such as excessive
bone loss, is irreversible. Constant irritation from an ill-fitting denture, if conti nued over a
long period of time, may contribute to the development of open
sores and other serious lesions
such as tumors.
Persons in extreme discomfort from the ill-fitting dentures

440
,
410/ •.W. ,It Arnonc an and MA-0mM 561r0
I •eIN-4.3.1 an.1 5 I P(

HOG MARKET
iaieral-State Marie
24r•ke Jammer, 34 1141
Kretway Purchase Aro Ike Markel Report liAlailes 4
4..148 Sutler, Itecelpla
ell LA. IS* Sorrows &
',its steady, Sows Met,
I 3 1 2 234-250 lbs.
151.06-51.34
t s I 2 214431 IN.
442.4111-3113.
1.3 2.3 3)431* lbs.._
L-3 1.4
441.5111411.511
%PM
IS 1 2
-131//0•49.11.,

Wilkinson picks
his high school
English teacher
to serve on board

iesne

iS i

ne.ss•

3 31111-.540
1.S 1 3 411.52$ Mc
LS 1 3 523 moil Alp
LS 2.3 311-511
Bests 122 44 34.11

wee.35.11
134.411-44114
441.4443SO few 44411
134.111431.44

*Striving to meet the changing needs of the
family, in today's society.
*Dedicated to providing PROFESSIONAL
and INDIVIDL AL attention to those we serve.
*Continuing the proud TRADITION of
EXCELLENCE in funeral service.

You Pay What
We Pay!

1
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Karen and Terry Isaacs, owners of J.H. Churchill
Funeral flame, offer you, at no obligation, two
consultation services:
I. Pre-planning All arrangements made in advance,
through the three plans they offer.
I Pre-councilmg: Talking with you about what to expect or
prepare for, with a free booklet provided to you.
4

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd Street

Murray

753-2411

She said she is worried about her
daughter's emotional health, since
Cristina reacted badly to her
father's absence.
"She's getting a little better
now, but ....he was throwing temper tantrums, screaming for her
daddy," Mrs. Waters said.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Wiseman said Tuesday he lacks
jurisdiction to bar the Army from
ordering Mrs. Waters to active duty
until she exhausts the military
appeals process.

Stock Market
Report

'

Miss Stacey
Musk$.4row

sion from Fort Campbell, Ky.,
already is serving in the Persian
Gulf. She said she doesn't expect
much sympathy from the Army.
"They just want me to turn my
child over to anyone,'' the 24-yearold Clarksville woman said Tuesday in a telephone interview.
"The idea I got on the phone
was that they just kept telling me
Ito) get a dependent care plan,"
said Mrs. Waters, an aviation
mechanic who was discharged from
the Army in December 1989.
-

Prices good thru Feb. 15th

tend not to use them. This is not
only a waste Of good money but
coUld lead to shnnking gums
which will make the fit even
worse and eating without teeth
can lead to digestive problems..
Poorly-fitting dentures can
cost you more in the long run
. when the damage they cause
has to be corrected. For your
health, comfort, pleasure and
appearance, go only to professionals when it comes to your
dental health.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

